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USD
History
Department
"Paved
Over"
Reader article

doesn't tell whole
Mission story
by Blaine Townsend

The San Diego Reader's front page arti
cle on February 7, titled "History Paved
Over," reflected the concerned views of a
contingent of historical preservationists in
San Diego. The article questions plans
made by the Diocese of San Diego to build
on an excavated portion of the Mission
San Diego de Alcala grounds.
The views are based, in large part, on
allegations of sloppy archaeology by USD
professors, a lack of historical concern by
the church, and by an alleged lack of inte
grity by the University in dealing with the
site. However, several unprinted, perti
nent points reveal contradictions in the
issues brought up by the Reader.
USD has excavated the portion of the
mission grounds in question sinch 1966
primarily through an archaelogy research
methods course. In response to some of
the allegations brought up in the Reader,
Dr. Iris Engstrand, head of USD's history
department, said, "It is unfortunate that
the article misrepresented the many hours
of lab and mission research USD and its
students have put in there."
She added that site was designed as a
class and there was never an "emphasis to
produce an E.I.R. (environmental impact
report); the goal was to teach students to
survey an archaeological site."
The preservationists are asking for an
independent E.I.R., which usually takes
ninety days to complete. However, in
order to summarize the 20 years of work
on the site, USD will prepare its own con
cise report.
In fact, Dr. Ray Brandes and Dr. James
Moriarty, the two USD professors who
started and have seen the dig through are
doing a two-fold report. In the report,
Brandes will be concentrating on the
historical aspects and Moriarty will be
concent-ating on archaeology.
Dr. Brandes responded to the request
for a ninety day E.I.R. by saying, "its been
twenty years and we want to do the job
right, we refuse to be rushed into a
report." In addition, the Reader article
neglected to emphasize an important fact
about the construction and the historical
preservation. As Monsignor Brent Eagen,
the head of the Mission Parish, told the
VISTA, "We're not going to do anything
until the University finishes the study."
The most vocal speaker behind the
movement, and behind many of the state
ments made in the Reader article, is Ray
Starr, a history professor at SDSU. At the

The Mission de Alcala serves both tourists (below) and historian/archeologists (above). So what's all the fuss about?

never taught a class in California or San
outset of the article, Starr makes implica
Diego history. He also told the VISTA in a
tions about the integrity of the University
phone interview that he is "not an ar
of San Diego's utilization of the site. In do
chaeologist" and has never "dug on the
ing that, he has apparently placed his
site."
reputation on the line in pointing a finger
Starr also makes assertions about the
at the scholars at USD.
The first implications by Starr in the Rea
scholarly content of the articles written by
der judge the value of the many articles
the USD professors. He told the VISTA
last week that although Dr. James Moriar
written by USD scholars. Starr draws the
ty of USD has published over 30 articles
distinction that he could not find an arti
based on the mission's history, the
cle in a "referred journal" (a journal which
previews articles with prominent members • "publications are not significant." Accor
in the field prior to publication). In the
ding to Engstrand and Brandes, Moriarty
Reader article, he states, "It says something
is the type of scholar who the publishers
about their standards for tenure and pro
rely on to assess the accuracy of other
motion that they don't expect and de
scholars' work. Moriarty is depended
mand this kind of publication." He went
upon because of the hundreds of articles
on to accuse the University of not being
he has written on sites all over the world.
"good stewards" of an important archaeo
Starr, on the other hand, according to
the Directory of American Scholars: History
logical site.
However, according to several sources,
(1982), has produced only a few articles
Starr seems to have limited professional
and has contributed to only one book
backing of his assertions. According to his
(which, incidently, was about the U.S.
Constitution). According to the Directory,
own San Diego State history department,
he has never written an article concerning
Starr has never taught a class in ar
Continued on Page 5
chaeology and in fact, until this year has
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What exactly is a Gramm*Rudman?
The Gramm-Rudman bill, provided it
isn't ruled . unconstitutional, could
possibly go on to affect us all. Like most of
die legislation spewing forth from our
government, this bill is not easy to understnd--in its provisions or its possible out
comes. This is especially the case in this in
stance, as it deals with across the board
cuts in a 1.075 trillion dollar budget.

Congress would be required to construct,
budgets within the prescribed guidelines.
If, in Sept. of each year, the offices of the
budget find that the predicted deficit {bas
ed on predictions of spending and GNP) is
too large, then the President has 14 days
to propose appropriate cuts.
Some areas of the budget are off limits to
these cuts, such as social security and debt
service payments. What remains are pro
grams like defense and medicare. To some
extent the President must suggest his cuts
within Congressional guidelines, but
unless Congress can pass its own program
within 10 days, the President's proposals
become law. Most would agree that 10
days is not enough time for Congress to
do anything but take a break.
it is in this area that the GrammRudman bill comes into question. For
one, the bill calls for the President to sub
mit budgets which comply with a predeter
mined deficit reduction schedule. This
seems to infringe on the President's power
to recommend legislation "as he shall
judge necessary and expedient,"

My side of the coin
by Mark Combs

Essentially, what Gramm-Rudrtian
does is to set budget deficit ceilings, beginn
ing with $180 billion in 1986. This figure
will drop by 16 billion each year until
1991, when we will theoretically reach
"that promised land of balanced budgets."
On paper rhis will be accomplished by
the following procedures: At the start of
each year the President will propose, and
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In addition the Constitution clearly
limits the power of the President to repeal
or cancel government benefits, an act'
which can only be undertaken by Con
gress. But if it is the role of the President to
make additional cuts in light of foreseen
deficit overruns, he would most certainly
have this power. This transfer of legisla
tive power from the Congress to the Presi
dent seems to clearly violate the balance of
power clauses in the Constitution,
While we wait to see what the courts will
say about the Gramm-Rudman bill, its ef
fects are already being felt. Programs
which many wanted expanded, such as
law enforcement agencies from the Coast
Guard to the FBI, are being frozen. Other
agencies, such as the Forest Service and
the IRS, may be in line for cuts. It would
seem apparent that the poor, as usual, will
bear the brunt of this program, although
the full extent of their burden will take
years to determine.
Understandably, this bill will also have
the effect of reducing military spending.
Of the possible 11.7 billion to be cut this

We're here to achieve intellectual fulfill
ment, right? Apparently not, at least not
all of us. But those of us who are hope to
benefit from hearing learned viewpoints
on both sides of a given issue. The issue in
this case was the Strategic Defense Initia
tive (SDI) or as Ted Kennedy would less
than eloquently put it, Star Wars.

Standard"

Son of From the Desk
There is a saying that old editors never die, they just lose their jobs and regain
health and sanity. It has been a while since I've occupied this space; I am renting it
for a week. The Miami Vice clothes are still intact, and so apparently are my
writing skills. The only difference in me from last semester is my health—mental,
physical, and definitely emotional. All are vastly improved. Oh, and I've only had
to skip two or three classes.
While I have recovered, however, these very symptoms are bearing down on the
altitudinous gentleman who now occupies the editor's chair. It is one of those con
stants of the universe, the something that settles in over whoever sits there. A huge
black raven which spreads it's wings over you, blocking out the sun and rufusing
to move.
The job starts out full of ideas, plans and chutzpah. It lasts about two weeks.
That's when reality creeps its slimy way into the picture. Everybody needs you for
something, usually of infinitely vital importance, and they all need you at the
same exact moment. Deadlines are missed, articles lost, photos misplaced;
reporters asking for advice, layout, revenue, printing, how do I finish this story,
how do we fill the hole in pages five through 10; a dozen crises a second. And then
try and write a column once the madness is done for the night.
John Schlegel is doing one damn good job of it. It is tough to keep your eyes on
the ideas and plans you started out with when you sit in that corner chair. He has.
Yeah, he looks as if he has lost a few pounds, his professors likely rarely see him,
his hair is falling out, and he has a crazed look in his eyes; but he keeps going at it
to provide the best product possible, a motivation that 1 and every other editor the
VISTA has had have shared in for some God-only-knows reason. I guess it's
because we care.

Continued on page 6

If there is any merit to be found in the
Gramm-Rudman bill it is in the fact that it
forces Congress to face up to the problem
of overspending. 1 believe that GrammRudman will fail, if not for its apparent
unconstitutionality then certainly for the
difficulty of actually making across the
board cuts. Once this process begins, if it
begins, it will become apparent that equal
cuts and national health are not synony
mous. It would make much more sense to
give the President a line item veto. This
would enable him to reject particular parts
of those multibillion dollar programs,
rather than accepting or rejecting them
wholesale; This is a power currently
enjoyed by 43 governors.

Jastrow 1 Faculty Opposition 0
by Chris Toward
Opinion Editor

"Double

year, fully half is required to come from
the Pentagon. The area of the military
budget which is exempt from cuts covers
existing contracts, which effectively pro
tects Reagans' Strategic Defense Initia
tive—or Star Wars. This is ironic, as a
good part of our deficit comes from similar
hair-brained programs.

All year I have been inundated with
negatives about SDI. Quite a few of the
scholars of this school and other lesslearned sources have conveyed to me reac
tions to Reagan's SDI from "it simply
won't work" to "it can be overcome by an
inundation of warheads or decoys" or
even that our technology is insufficient.
The people that seemed thoroughly con
vinced that SDI wouldn't work, and pro
fessed to have facts to back them up, fell
prey to another fact. They didn't show up
on Tuesday, February 25, to confront Dr.
Robert Jastrow, a scientific expert on the
subject, with their arguments for SDI's
unfeasibility.
I showed up with a working knowledge
of many of the arguments against SDI but
where were the learned ones who told me
it couldn't possibly work. Maybe they
would have witnessed the systematic in
validation of all practical arguments (that

I'm aware of) against SDI as I did. Those
people who do support SDI were not
obligated to be present because their case
was represented, and extraordinarily well I
might add. However, the absence of the
dissenting parties indicates to me that they
were not firm enough in their convictions
to confront a knowledgeable expert like
Dr. Jastrow.
I doubt that each person in disagree
ment with Dr. Jastrow had a pressing
engagement that night. And I seriously
doubt that Dr. Jastrow would leave this
University with much respect for it if he
knew that some of its professors openly
disagreed with him but were too bashful to
show their faces and intelligently represent
their views. I know that I was thoroughly
ashamed that some of my professors failed
to represent their views after they had
classified Dr. Jastrow and his like as
wrong. Maybe I'll make some enemies by
writing this but there is a greater principle
at stake. Namely, what kind of communi
ty of true scholars fails to represent itself in
the face of opposition.
Unless the views of Dr. Jastrow and
other proponents of SDI are accurately
and completely stated, I hope I never hear
of any anti-SDI statements on the part of
the dissenting faculty. They had their
chance to engage an authority on the sub
ject, and they lost sadly by forfeit.

Letter to the Editor policy
All submissions must.be typewritten, double-spaced with 70 spaces per line. Let
ters must be turned in to the VISTA office no later than 6 p.m. Monday for that
Thursday's edition. All letters must be accompanied by the name and phone
number of the writer, and he/she must also sign next to their name to assure
authenticity. Names will be withheld if requested, but the above information is
still necessary.
No exceptions will be made.
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Former USD student dies
There is never a good time or a good
way to speak of friends we have known
who have passed away. When it happens,
it is something we simply have to get used
to. The best thing we can do is to
remember that person and the good life
they had.
Last week, Sara Cooper, an ex-USD stu
dent who transferred this year to Col
orado, was killed in a skiing accident. Sara

was a native San Diegan, born and raised
in Bonita. Those of us who knew her
know she was a very special, outgoing girl,
very involved in the events going on
around her, yet always ready to lend a
hand to a friend in need. At times like
this, with the memory of our friend and
the good life she had, we can better appre
ciate our lives.
Gabriel Martinez

Dear U, welcome to USD
Dear Editor:
In response to LJ's letter about the stu
dent body being thankless to swimmers,
we have one thing to say. "Welcome to
USD".
One question you failed to ask yourself
is "Why do you compete in the first
place?" If it is for fan support, you came to
the wrong place. About the only sport to
receive fan support is men's basketball,
and that is only when they are winning.
A few more examples:
The soccer team was at one point

ranked in the top 20 on the west coast. No
one knew or cared!
USD rugby is having an exceptional
season and no one knows.
Cross country sent two runners to the
NCAA Div I regionals.
Women's basketball is having one of
their best seasons ever, holding second
place in the WCAC league.
Not to mention Lacrosse, baseball, softball and crew.
USD Cross Country

Greek Voice Reply
Dear Editor:
In reading the VISTA last week I did
something I rarely do. I took notice of the
Greek page and read Blaine Townsend's
and Paul Garson's articles on the merits of
publishing Greek news in the VISTA. I
have to side with Townsend.
Last week two pages were devoted to
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Greek "news." This is an unnecessary ex
pense to the Student Body. Remember,
Michael Hall was fired because the VISTA
ran too high of a deficit. Greek organiza
tions are a part of our campus and should
not be ignored but a weekly spread for
them in the VISTA is ridiculous. The
Greek Voice is not news, it's a Greek
newsletter. I have read their page a
number of times and always have the same
sick feeling, and, frankly, nobody but
Greeks care.
I think Garson's argument is very weak.
The Greeks can't afford a newsletter.
Gimme a break. I belong to Phi Alpha
Theta, the history honor society, and we
publish our own newsletter. I doubt if our
resources are as large as theirs. Greeks
have weekly meetings and can pass infor
mation. The Greek Voice is a way for
them to be cute and blow their own horn.
The newsworthiness of the Greek Voice is
limited at best.
In conclusion, numbers alone do not
merit coverage but news does. I wrote this
because all letters sent to the VISTA will
be pro-Greek for the simple reason that no
one else reads the Greek Voice. I feel the
only reason the Greek Voice came into
being was because of Greek elements in
the VISTA. The VISTA should objective
ly rethink their decision to publish this
news.
Sincerely,
Mike Hamilton

Hasta
la
VISTA

duuuuuuude!

Letters to
the Editor
Lark: nightclub or daycare center
Dear Editor,
The Lark, and for that matter the
Showcase, are patterned after local night
clubs. Sure they're not like real clubs,
because they let people in under twentyone.
What do you do in California if you are
supposedly grown-up, living away from
home (or not) and under twenty-one? Well
I guess you go to a lot of over-crowded par
ties, watch people throw up and of course
there never seems to be enough beer or
whatever. Or you go and see a lot of
movies and I mean a lot of movies.
By funding the LARK and
SHOWCASE the ASB has tried to give
you an alternative. Every Thursday night
you have something to do for free. Both
clubs offer you local as well as national
talent. Those of you under twenty-one
and without an I.D. are stuck. You can't
go to the Belly-Up, The Improv, The
Beachcomber, Confetti, Roxy, Cafe Vid,
Carlos Murphy's, P.B. Cafe, Newport An
nie's infamous late night Happy Hours or
any other Happy Hours, just to name a
few.
Where are you supposed to go for good
live music and dancing? Sure, once or
twice a year you can go to Camino Patio
and dance, but it is not the same atmos
phere as LARK and SHOWCASE, and it
is not supposed to be. The LARK and
SHOWCASE are supposed to be casual
places for students to go relax, meet their
friends or someone new, and have fun
without feeling patronized. It is a place
where you can be with people your own
age and act your own age.
Unfortunately there's a minority of
students that can't handle this. They
abuse it. You don't bring your own
alcohol into a bar. It's just not cool to
bring your own into the LARK or
SHOWCASE. We serve Beer and Wine to
students twenty-one and over and have
alternative beverages for those under
twenty-one.
I grant you that it is not an unlimited
supply, but it is a start. USD is just starting
to wake up and give in to the 80's. But
they aren't going to go through a drastic
culture shock overnight. You have to be

able to handle what they are offering, so
that they (administration) can handle it.
The LARK had its alcohol supply in
creased for the first event, The Beat
Farmers. That was an important event for
two reasons; first because we finally got a
concert band on campus that wasn't a
neatly wrapped conformist, package and
second, because the alcohol supply was in
creased. Everybody had a great time at
The Beat Farmers, unfortunately the
crowd got out of hand. The LARK was lit
tered with cans and bottles, and students
stumbled home. This doesn't say much for
our ability to have fun as adults. Maybe
we should just stick to smuggling wine in
to movies and overcrowded parties.
Maybe USD students aren't ready to have
a good time out in the open, like other
schools. I don't know.
I do know however, that it is really
stupid to spoil everyone else's good time.
At the last SHOWCASE there were some
hecklers, that were too stupid to quit
when they were far far behind. What is
ironic about this, is that one was the son
of an administrator, whose purpose it is to
uphold University image. This student
didn't come across as "Joe Cool" but as
"Joe Jerk" who was spoiling everyone else's
good time.
For those of you that haven't experi
enced it yet, there is a sort of nightclub eti
quette. 1 admit that it is a loose one, but it
does really exist. Here are some tips for
those of you that are oblivious. Don't get
the employees mad at you. They will kick
you out, and besides they are serving you
food and drink. Never annoy anyone who
is serving something you are going to put
in your body; if you do, you are living
dangerously. Don't bring in your own par
ty supplies, all club owners and managers
frown on this for obvious reasons. Wear
clothes. You've all heard the saying "no
shirt, no shoes, no service." Well USD will
never really adopt a strict dress code, but
the basics apply. Last and most important
ly relax, be patient and have a good time.
That is what we are all here for.
Hopefully, I've clued some of you in and
things will go a little smoother. As LARK

Continued on page 8

Nonconformity
Hello people who go to USD,
Is everybody having fun yet? Does the
fact of the matter precede the topic of the
discussion? Know what I mean? I go here,
too. I've spent some very unhappy years,
here. Anyone know what I mean? I started
this letter to say something, but I don't
know if I will have the guts to say it. Does
everyone who might want to write a letter
know that anyone can write a letter who
wants to write one? Is that last sentence a
run-on? Am I asking too many questions?
Does anyone care? Do 1?

I can only wonder if people can read
what's in this poem; it's called The Capi
talist's Mask—Nonconformity/is a
word/that no one likes, not even me./But
can you see/can anyone comprehend,/
can anything be changed/by the fact, that
it is good/to not conform?/Can anyone
else/see right through/the society,/That is
America?/to see some of its norms as they
are/Superficial trash?/Then again, who
cares?
sincerely,
Two Deviations to the Left
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—Campus
Capsules—
Beach blanket busto
by Arian Collins
Borri'Again Senior
Beach parties can be fun, but they
can also be the source of aggravating
proHems.
It wasn't too long ago in the past
that I was made in charge of getting
beer for a beach party at the end of
Law Street in Pacific Beach. Nearly all
my friends were going to attend. Ail
except two—Steve and David.

Life to live by
By Arian Collins
Born-again Senior
With an Ego Problem
Steve had decided to attend
another party that evening, one with
only five girls and himself attending.
We couldn't exactly blame him, but
Steve supplied a case of beer for us in
his absence. It didn't occur to me, or
apparently to Steve either, that this
was a case of bottled beer, illegal at
the beach.
A few people had arrived at the
beach site when I got there. I left the
beer (the people at the beach didn't
say anything about the bottles either)
and then went to pick up my girl
friend at her house.
She wasn't ready when I got there,
but neither was I. I realized I'd locked
; my keys in my car. The spare key was
at home. But who was going to take
me there to get it? All my friends were
at the party, except for Steve (who I
was sure was busy) and... David!
David wasn't one much for parties
and had decided to sit this one out.
Lukily I found him at home and he
graciously picked me up and brought'
me back.
Upon returning to the beach I saw a
four-wheel drive police vehicle coming
down the beach towards the fire ring
encircled by my friends.
Several of us were still under the
drinking age at this time (including
myself) and I foresaw disaster. One of
my friends, Derek, had been to the
party earlier and had left bottles of
hard liquor. He had then gone off to
find more wood for the fire.
I watched from a distance while the
police stopped at the fire ring and had
my friends pour out every drop of
alcohol into the trash cans. Then the
police began writing tickets.
1 was glad that I had locked my keys
in my car because if I hadn't been de
tained I'd be down there with my
friends getting a ticket like the rest of
them.
Once the cops began writing
tickets, I walked up to join them. It
seemed that one of my friends, Jim,

who the police were about to write a
ticket to, had suddenly disappeared. It
seemed nearly impossible to have
scaled the sandstone banks and
escaped, yet he was nowhere to be
seen.
As the police were ready to leave,
they flashed their flashlights on the
wheels of their car and spotted some
thing underneath.
Yes, Jim had hidden under the
police car, a truly ingenious feat, even
if it hadn't worked. Jim was cuffed to
the car door handle (I guess to pre
vent him from escaping again) while
his ticket was written.
"Tell my mother 1 love her,"
moaned Jim.
The police decided not to take Jim
in, which was good news. But our
beach party was over, which was bad
news.
When Derek showed up again 1 had
the unenjoyable task of telling him
the sad news about his liquor being
poured out. I think he was heart
broken.
1 suggested to Derek that we crash
Steve's party and several people
overheard us talking.
"Hey, I'm still ready to party!" said
my friend Vic. This from a guy who'd
just received a $50 ticket.
Before I knew it I was leading a
caravan of over twenty people to an
unsuspecting small party.
When Steve opened the door and
saw all of us he gave me a "you've got
to be kidding" look. After explaining
our troubles to Steve and the girls in
side they allowed us in (there were a
few too many of us to say no to
anyway).
After ail, the party must go on.

STRIPPERS AND PORNOGRAPHIC FILMS, as enticements for rushes, have
been banned by the Syracuse U. Interfraternity Executive Council. The ban is
based on an IFC constitutional clause requiring the fraternity system to uphold
the image of the university. Some fraternities had substitued strippers and X-rated
films for alcohol during last fall's dry rush.
THE OMEGA PSI PHI fraternity's charter has been revoked until 1990 by the
U. of Pittsburgh for hazing. Two students were injured during a pledge ritual—one
suffering a ruptured eardrum, the other a fractured jaw.
TO SAVE STUDENTS MONEY, the Memorial U. (Canada) Faculty Senate
has "resolved that undergraduate students may not be required to submit essays,
projects, assignments or any other work forming part of their recognized programs
of study in typewritten form."
BEFORE GRADUATING from Northern Illinois U., students must
demonstrate knowledge of the Declaration of Independence, the constitutions of
the United States and the state of Illinois, balloting procedures and the proper use
and display of the flag.
A "GROSS DISCRIMINATION" is how an Auburn U. professor is describing
the school's policy of admitting scholarship student-athletes with ACT scores
below the school's usual requirements at 18. The professor warns that any exemp
tions to the minimum requirements can make the university vulnerable to
lawsuits.
"CAREERISM and Intellectualism Among College Students," a study by two
Stanford U. researchers, found that women in college outnumber men more than
two to one among "intellectuals" while men hold almost as high a ratio among
"careerists." The four-year study explored how undergraduates make academic
and career decisions. The most surprising finding, according to researchers, is that
"from the point of view of students, careerism and intellectualism are not mutually
exclusive, or necessarily in conflict.

Scholarship corner
Realtors scholarship

Vikki Carr
scholarship
Singer Vikki Carr, who has awarded
more than $150,000 in scholarship grants
to over 100 young Mexican Americans
since establishing her Vikki Carr Scholar
ship Foundation in 1970, has opened her
annual program, with applications to be
accepted between now and April 1, 1986.
Again this year, Miss Carr will make
scholarship assistance available to Califor
nia Mexican Americans between the ages
of 17 and 22, for contribution to his
school, his community or the community
at large, expressing the highest level of
citizenship.
Official applications may be obtained in
the Scholarship Office, Serra 320.

Women in graduate
business studies
Sears-Roebuck is offering a loan fund for
women in graduate business studies to en
courage women to enroll in graduate
business programs and to increase the
number of women trained for manage
ment and executive positions.
Applicants must provide written accep
tance for graduate level study, at an accre
dited school and have work experience
and/or academic achievement indicating
career motivation. In addition, the ap
plicants must carry at least six units per
semester and be a U.S. citizen.
Applications and information on addi
tional application material needed to
apply for the loan are available in the
Scholarship Office, Serra 320. All required
material must be submitted no later than
May 1, 1986.

The California Association of
REALTORS Scholarship Foundation is
interested in making monetary awards to
full-time students needing financial assis
tance, provided they are studying real
estate at the sophomore or higher level at
a California colege/university or at a com
munity college.
The applicants must be a California resi
dent, who holds at least a 2.5 grade point
average and plans to pursue a career in the
real estate industry. The awards are $1,000
for students attending a four year college
or university.
Applications may be submitted four
times a year—during the months of
January, March, July, and October. For
more information, please feel free to con
tact the Scholarship Office, Serra 320.

Jake Gimbel
scholarship
The Bank of America is pleased to an
nounce that as trustee of The Jake Gimbel
Scholarship Fund, it will offer approx
imately 20 interest-free, 10-year maturity
loans of $1,000 each for the academic year
1986-87. The loans are intended for male
students who are seeking an advanced
degree (above the Bachelor's Degree) in
any field or subject matter. The loans are
only available to U.S. citizens or perma
nent residents of the U.S. These loans are
not available to students studying abroad.
Application along with college
transcripts and two letters of recom
mendation must be submitted no later
than May 15, 1986. Applications are avail
able in the Scholarship Office, Serra 320.

NEW YORK PIZZA DEPARTMENT
ARREST1NGLY DELICIOUS!•

FREE DELIVERY
ANYWHERE ON CAMPUS

296-0911

6110 FRIARS RD. at LAS CUMBRES
OPEN TILL 11:00 WEEKNIGHTS-12:00 WEEKENDS
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USD History Department 'Paved Over'
Continued from Page 1
archaeology, or more importantly, San
Diego history.
In addition Starr asks questions which
directly accuse USD's archaeological pro
cedures in its two-decade long history of
the site. In the February 7 article he asks,
"What is in their field notes that they
don't want us to know about? It may be
that their procedures and methods are so
sloppy they don't want anybody to see it."
In response to that comment, Dr.
Brandes told the VISTA that "they (the
preservationists) make it seem like we're
hiding something." However, when the
VISTA asked Dr. Starr if he ever even in
quired to see the field notes and artifacts
he accuses as being hidden, he said "No,
but the National Park Service did, and
they could not (see them)." Nevertheless,
Dr. Brandes pointed out that although he
did not have time to show the N.P.S.
representative himself, "he did get to see
the artifacts. Eagen showed them to him,
and his attorney was there." Monsignor
Eagen, the head of th parish, confirmed
this in an interview with VISTA and add
ed, "If Starr came to see me today, he
could see the artifacts."
"Besides all of that (showing the ar
tifacts)," said Brandes, "I'll bet we've had
fifty newspaper stories over the last twenty
years...the students have set up museum
exhibits in Fashion Valley and let people
see them (the artifacts)... in a big history

conference in 1969 here I showed a slide
presentation to 250 scholars on the work
of the mission."
In addition to the group "missing out"
on much of the information about the
mission, Brandes says, "For twenty years,
between Moriarty and I, we worked out
there. I never saw Ray Starr or any of
those people (other preservationists
quoted in the article) show their face
around there with the exception of 0°y)
Higginbotham, who is a docent (a tour
guide). They never donated one dime,
they never put in one hour's work."
However, whether or not the preserva
tionists put their time and sweat into the
actual work, they are steadfast in their
protests against building the site. They feel
that the historical importance of seeing
the outline of the walls, which is all that
remains at the site, is infinitely more im
portant than building a structure for what
the Reader quotes as the "parishoner's
needs."
Monsignor Eagen told the Vista in
response to this description, "the building
is not only for the Parish's needs, but for
the needs of the general public." The
Reader article which described the
building as a "recreation hall" did not
touch on what the building would pro
vide.
"What this multi-purpose building will
do," Eagen said, "is give us an expanded
museum facility." That means that the

huge storage of material recovered on the
site will have a place to be seen per
manently at the Mission. Dr. Starr, in
speaking for the preservationist move
ment, said the outline of the rooms which
were once there would be "infinitely more
valuable" than being able to present all
the material in a museum accompanied by
literature explaining their importance.
A new facility would certainly be needed
to house the mass of material excavated at
this very significant site. According to
Brandes, who has seen the material,
it seems that "the mass of information" as
a Reader interview describes it, has in fact
not "become overwhelming."
"One of the things I want to assure the
USD community," Brandes said, "is that
the scientific and archaeological record are
preserved. This was a project, a three unit
course, where we had from 20 to 50
students each semester. There were pro
bably upwards of 1500 students who took
the course.
"We had that many sets of field notes.
They are completely organized, all 1500 of
them. The professors' field notes are
organized as are our maps that we drew in
the field. We have historical photos, we've
photographed everything as we went
along. We had students in both that
course and in my graduate seminars, writing
papers on ditterent aspects on the Mission
... you name the historical record and
we've got it."

Dr. Ray Brandes

Dr. James Moriarity

How to be an ASB executive board member
From the Office of Student Affairs
As an organization, ASB certainly has
something for everyone! From traffic
tickets to publications, dances to graphic
artwork, movies to whatever might be
your current madness, the various ASB
offices offer opportunities to develop
talents, learn and apply a tremendous
range of skills, gain experience in working
in and for a large organization with an
equally impressive budget. The 1986-87
ASB executive officers will be elected in
early April, and the remaining positions
—directorships—will be filled soon after.
With nearly forty ASB openings, chances
are there's one out there that is just right
for you!
Most students are generally clear as to
the role and function of ASB director
ships; they are more specific, i.e., Film
Forum director. Executive Board posi
tions, however, tend to create confusion
in many minds. Just what does this person
do? What skills are needed? What are the
responsibilities and time commitments in
volved? Perhaps the following can help
clarify those questions.
ASB President
The ASB President is the official representative of
the Associated Student Body and has ultimate
responsibility for the welfare of the association. Like
any leader manager, this person's primary responsi
bility is to build, manage, and motivate the leader
ship team—namely, the Executive Board and Senate
—and with them to establish the overall objectives of
the organization. To ensure that agreed upon objec
tives are accomplished, the President conducts week
ly meetings of the Executive Board and the Student
Senate and needs to be in personal contact with in
dividual members of the Executive Board on a
regular basis. In order to be effective, the President
needs to keep informed of all issues potentially effec
ting L SD students and aware of all appropriate chan
nels for addressing these issues. Other specific res
ponsibilities include delivering an address to the
student body at the beginning ot each semester, pro
posing legislation to the Student Senate, appointing
and dismissing student -committees,* •student
chairmen, and student committee chairs, recom

mending Senate approval of all appointed director
ships, and making appointments to various universi
ty committees. Formal meetings require a time com
mitment of 3-4 hours per week. Informal meeting
times including appointments with fellow officers
and availability to students-at-large, may involve up
to 30 hours per week. Skills required of the ASB
President include the ability to gather accurate infor
mation, the ability to motivate others, the ability to
deal with conflict and to "keep a cool head" in
various situations; the ability to deal with differing
personalities and to relate well to students, faculty,
and administration; the ability to organize, control,
and sometimes direct.
Vice-President
The Vice-President is responsible for overall pro
gramming, that is, for assisting all who put on stu
dent events to do their jobs to the highest quality
possible. This officer chairs the Program Board, at
tends the Executive Board and Senate, and confers
with ICC and Budget committee when needed. He
or she spends about twenty hours a week i.i meetings
and in working with individuals in organizing,
publicizing and evaluating events. The VicePresident needs to be able to work with many types
of individuals, to run an efficient meeting, to com
municate well, to be flexible and creative, and to be
able to support student programmers in many ways.
Secretary of Finance
The Secretary of Finance runs the day-to-day
financial operations of the ASB and has primary
responsibility for safe-guarding all of the assets of the
organization. This includes establishment and
maintenance of internal controls to ensure that
budgetary limitations and ethical standards are
adhered to in all aspects of ASB finances. He/she
supervises several student staff members. The
Secretary of Finance is responsible for setting up and
chairing the Finance Committee which develops the
budget for presentation to and approval by the
Senate, and for chairing the Budget Committee
which meets weekly during the academic year.
He/ she also sits as a member of the Program Board,
the Executive Board, the Student Senate—all of
which meet weekly and is a member of the Academic
Research Grant Committee. Candidates for the
Secretary of Finance position must have completed
specific courses in accounting which are detailed in
the position announcements. In addition to a know
ledge base in accounting, this person must develop a
thorough understanding of how the University
operates. Other skills include stress tolerance, pa
tience in dealing with persons who don't know the
.svsiem, rhe.abilitv to develop a rapport with a variety
of people, the ability to make decisions, the ability to

delegate duties to other members of the Finance of
fice, adaptability, and flexibility. Time commitment
for this office is approximately 30 hours per week.
Secretary of Justice
The Secretary of Justice has the responsibility for
the execution of all judicial functions of the associa
tion. These include presiding over the student court
and the student traffic court, reviewing applications
for new student clubs and organizations and making
a recommendation to the Student Senate regarding
the acceptance of these organizations, ensuring that
student clubs and organizations follow all re
quirements and recommending disciplinary sanc
tions if they do not, and presiding over any ad hoc
committees related to issues of ethics and justice. The
Secretary of Justice is required on a weekly basis to
attend and chair student court meetings, attend Ex
ecutive Board and Student Senate meetings. He/she
will usually be asked to chair, or at least participate
in, one or two ad hoc committees per semester. Time
commitment required is from 15-20 hours per week.
Skills needed in an effective Secretary of Justice in
clude the ability to be impartial in court cases, the
ability to understand and interpret the constitution,
public speaking skills, information-seeking and
organizational skills.
Secretary of Communications
The position of Secretary of Communications has
expanded considerably during the past year.
Previously, the person in this position has had the
primary responsibility for gathering information and
producing the monthly calendar and for the produc
tion; and dissemination of posters and other forms of
ASB publicity on campus. This year the department
of ASB Marketing was created so that now the
Secretary of Communications primary responsibility
is that of a manager who coordinates the efforts of a
team of persons who collectively are responsible for
generating effective promotion and publicity for
student events. Persons reporting to the Secretary of
Communications include the Director of the Calen
dar, the Sign Shop Director, several marketing direc
tors, 1 or 2 graphic artists, and the person who serves
as liaison to USD Public Relations office. Skills re
quired include understanding of marketing and pro
motional techniques, and most particularly, effective
management skills. As a member of the Executive
Board, the Secretary of Communications is also re
quired to attend the Executive Board meetings, the
Student Senate and the Program Board. Time com
mitment for this position averages 20-25 hours per
week.
Social Chairperson
The Social Chairperson is responsible for planning
the traditional events such as Homecoming Dance

and Spring Ball, and for ensuring that there are a
wide variety of social activities that meet the
underclass and upperclass students, residents and
commuters. These include, but are not limited to,
on-campus dances, providing transportation to offcampus events, traditional trips to Disneyland, Fri
day afternoon get-togethers, and major popular
entertainment events. The Social Chair is a member
of the Executive Board, Program Board, Budget
Committee and Senate. He or she needs to work well
with off-campus businesses in arranging for room
rentals, entertainment, catering, decorations, etc.
On campus, the Social Chair is responsible for
publicity and promotion of events and ticket sales.
The ability to be outgoing and creative, to balance
time and work within budgets, as well as to be highly
organized and have an eye for detail are skills impor
tant to the Social Chair. The time commitment is ap
proximately 15 hours a week. Peak times may reach
30 hours.
Secretary of Student Organizations
The main responsibility of the Secretary of Student
Organizations is to represent clubs and organizations
to the ASB Program Board, Budget Committee and
Senate. The Secretary of Student Organizations
chairs the Inter-Club Council, monitors clubs' and
organization's publicity and promotions and
evaluates these events. The Secretary of Student
Organizations attends five meetings a week. This
position requires a commitment of fifteen hours a
week. The skills needed for this position are an
understanding of parliamentary procedure and how
to run a meeting, organizational and communication
skills, and an ability to work with many different
groups.
Secretary of Academics
The Secretary of Academics' responsibilities in
clude representing student interest at the Academic
Assembly, working with the Academic Deans of the
various schools, chairing the Academic Research
Grant Selection Board, developing faculty forums
and promoting USD's College Bowl program. The
Secretary of Academics attends three meetings a
week—Program Board, Executive Board, and Senate.
This position requires a commitment of 10 hours per
week. The skills needed for this position require ex
cellent communication skills, organizational abilities,
flexibility, and self-motivation.
Secretary of Student Services
The responsibilities of the Secretary of Student
Services include serving as Vice-Chair of the Student
Services Advisory Committee, supervising the Game
Room, maintaining the inventory and the
maintenance of all ASB property, supervising the

Continued on Page 6
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USD College Bowl team
goes to Fresno
by Chris Toward
Not long ago four intrepid young souls
made a journey to Fresno to compete in
the regional playoffs of the College Bowl.
These gentlemen, by name were seniors
Steve Greene, John Bennett and Mike
Hamilton and an uppity little sophomore
named Chris Toward. Two other people
who were eligible to make the trip but had
previous committments were senior Mary
Francis and sophomore Chris Freidt.
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USD Art Department grows
by Bill Engler
Yes, USD does have an art department,
and better yet, one that is growing in
numbers and notoriety.
USD has had an Art Department for
many years, but in the past it has been a
department rooted in the studies of fine
art. This is rapidly changing as the depart
ment matures. The new Graphics depart
ment taught by such well known artists as
Ted Hanson and Joanne Woo is leading
this change. Both teachers have their own
private businesses, yes businesses. They
are examples of new artists, ones con
cerned with economics as well as
aesthetics.
Two graduating seniors, Peter Engel and
Phillip Hunsaker, are good examples of
the promising results of the new Art
Graphics Department. Peter Engel has
been studying at USD for four years and
will graduate in May with a major in the
graphic arts. He will then go on to the
"Art Center at Pasadena" to do post
graduate work in Auto Design.
Phillip Hunsaker started at USD as a
business major like most of his fellow

Freshmen. After studying art in Oxford,
England, he decided what he wanted to
do. He came back to USD and declared
himself a graphics major. As Phillip has
said himself, the choice was not an easy
one. With his father teaching business at
USD, and his business professors congra
tulating him on his work, to suddenly say,
"I'm sorry, I want to be a graphics major at
USD," was not easy. His peers ask him if
USD offered graphics, he just smiled and
went to his small individualized classes.
Phillip Hunsaker's determination has
finally paid off. Last week, he won the San
Diego Art Walk logo contest and $100. At
first, this might not seem much, but when
one considers his signed logo will be used
for years in over fifty galleries throughout
San Diego and Horton Plaza, University
Towne Center, and Fashion Valley ban
ners, the significance suddenly rings up $$.
That's right, BUCKS!! With a business
minor and an interest in working, Phillip
saw this opportunity and went for it, com
peting against professional designers and
entries from all over San Diego. He won.
He won Big.

ASB Executive Boarding
Continued from Page 5

Time commitment is approximately 10 hours per

ASB secretaries, monitoring the phone bills and pur
chasing supplies as needed. The Secretary of Student
Services serves as a liaison to the faculty and ad
ministration in matters of Food Service, Campus
Ministry, health services, student services and the
University's Physical Plant departments. The
Secretary of Student Services is required to attend
two meetings a week and set up the Student Services
Advisory meeting with Dean Burke once a month.
This position requires a commitment of ten hours a
week. Some necessary skills for the position are
organization, patience, initiative, determination and
self-satisfaction.

ASB's representative in assisting and promoting any
ASB or University sports or recreation programs.
of

Athletics

is

responsible

for

establishing a Spirit Committee geared towards pro
moting unity and spirit among the Student Body at
campus sports programs. He/she has primary
jurisdiction over all sports clubs and acts as an ASB
representative and liaison for the cheerleaders.
He she develops a sports calendar and programs
such as rooter busses to sports activities, barbeques
before and after sports events, and various tour
naments. He she is also responsible for organizing
events

for

the

Homecoming Spirit

Week. The

Secretary of Athletics is required to attend the
following

classes and have the responsibility to secure and
report on the interests and concerns of students-atlarge to the Senate and to all ASB governing boards.
To accomplish this task, they are expected to govern
ing boards. To accomplish this task, they are ex
pected to hold at least one class meeting per semester
and to program at least one class event per semester.
Additionally, they cooperate with the ASB
researchers, conducting campus-wide surveys on pro

The Secretary of Athletics and Recreation is the

Secretary

Class Senators
Senators serve as representatives of their respective

Marketing Department as serving as its primary

Secretary of Athletics

The

week with peak program periods requiring additional
hours.

meetings:

Executive

Board,

Program

grams and "shopping" events. Senators send repre
sentatives from their group to the Program Board
and the Budget Committee and are expected to serve
on at least one University or ASB committee per
semester. Senators meet as a group once a week in
addition to attending Student Senate. At times the
Senators as a group program one major event per
semester. Time commitment is approximately 5-10
hours per week.
In order to run for an elected position, candidates
must file an application in the ASB Office by March
10. Fifty signatures must accompany the application
to make the candidate eligible. A general informa
tion meeting will be held for all potential candidates
on Mon., March 10, at 5:30 p.m. in Salomon Lecture
Hall..Information packets are available now at the
A§B Office.

Most of the teams that made the trek to
Fresno were accompanied by small groups
of supporters and coaches. The USD team
being the daring bunch that they were,
though, decided to rough the wild that
separated San Diego from Fresno alone.
Steve Greene was quoted as saying,
"Although we didn't win anything, we
kind of got the feeling that we were like

The College Bowl, as you may
remember, is best described as "the varsity
sport of the mind." If nothing else, the trip
to Fresno reaffirmed this assessment. In
the opening draw, team captain Mike
Hamilton drew the University of Hawaii
and Stanford University. These two
schools soon combined to deliver a onetwo punch that knocked the well-meaning
USD squad into oblivion. Lazarus, a Col
lege Bowl veteran from Berkeley, was
quoted as saying, "I think they (USD) are
a little inexperienced and the rapidity of

Swiss Family Robinson or the Von Trapp
family in the "Sound of Music." Another
of USD's fab four, John Bennett com
mented, "Well, we didn't win anything
but we did get to meet the Fresno Raisin
Queen. I think that really made the seven
hour drive there and back well worth it."
In conclusion, thanks should be given to
Mike Hamilton who risked life and limb
and sacrificed his car for the journey, and
to Gaye Soroka and Harry Hadjian for
their help in organizing the whole series of
College Bowl events. And, lastly, con
gratulations to the entire.team. They may
not have won the state tournament, but
they beat everybody at USD and proved

the questions was a little too much for
them."

themselves to be four of USD's finest
minds.

Son of From the Desk

Continued from page 2

So don't jump on John too hard if he sometimes uses his column to talk about,
say, the weather, instead of some earth shattering campus controversy. He's earn
ed that 'weather' column now and again. Hey, even a six-foot-eight inch guy needs
a breather now and again (especially at that altitude.)
Michael Hall
Hostile Editor

AMERICAN
EXECUTIVE
LIMOUSINE
Stretch Limousines
Color Television • Phones
Complimentary Bar
$25 per hour

Special Occassions
Shopping Sprees
Out of Town - Las Vegas, L.A.
Weddings • Proms
24 Hour Service - 7 Days A Week

(619) 224-5600
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Dr. Clausen up close
By Katie Frankum
At one point in every life an individual
is drawn by the Hollywood version of the
writer and envisions themself an instant
success in writing a screenplay, novel, or
short story.
Dennis Clausen, currently on sabbatical
from the English Department at USD,
does not deny that it is a thrill to see work
in print, but he warns that in a career of
this type failure is more common than suc
cess. In a recent interview with Dr.
Clausen, he shared some advice and per
sonal experiences about writing as a
profession.
For Clausen it is the "madness of
writing" that he loves best, getting
involved with a project and becoming
obsessed with it. This he equates to a long
distance runner who works with tremen
dous passion and drive.
Ghost Lovers, his first published novel,
began as a screenplay that was batted bet
ween himself and publishers until it finally
caught the eye of Paramount Pictures.
Through decision making and juggling, a
novel of the screenplay was accepted by
Bantam Books and, according to the
number of copies sold, it was a success.
The world of publishing is one where
the beginning writer is caught in a "Catch
22." The work is sent out to many
publishers and often returned unread.
Most publishers will not read or publish
an author unless they have already been
published. For Dr. Clausen, it is patience
and perseverance which has enabled him
to break through and achieve success.
The theory he promotes on writing, one
which works best for him, is that variety
in writing helps the artist grow. Dr.
Clausen explores screenplay, fiction, and
textbook writing. He also mentioned that
all of the English Department is involved
in producing, whether it is poetry, novels,
articles, or textbooks. It was stressed that
English teachers must write or they
become stagnant. Personal writing brings
excitement to the classroom.
While on sabbatical, Clausen is starting
novel work on a Minnesota prairie theme.

It will be a 3 to 4 year project and he is
uncertain if the piece will be a novel or a
series. This will consume all his free time
and the novel will be attacked with the in
credible passion he has for writing. He
commented disappointingly to me that a
writer can never put his own title on a
novel and this frustrates the author when
he has a particular one in mind.
Dr. Clausen has just completed work on
a textbook which completely exhausted
him. In this instance, he was sought after
by a Publishing Representative that came
to him about a small grammer publication
that he currently uses in his classes. He
took the letter of interest to McGraw-Hill
and they, due to a recent survey, accepted
his idea for a text. It is filled with academic
humor, which is one of its greatest
marketing points.
When working, during the past few
months on this text, he would climb out
of bed at 2 or 3 a.m. and work until 8 or 9
that night. Like one possessed by his
talent, Dr. Clausen can not relax until a
project is finished to his standards, and
those of the publisher.
In novel writing, Dr. Clausen moves
towards a style which involves thorough
character development and a strong plot.
He wishes he could have the clout of
James Michener who surrounds himself
with 70 to 80 researchers and is respon
sible for the combining and editing of the
material.
The ending note for this interview is to
those seeking a career in writing: "Get as
much experience as you can." One of Dr.
Clausen's most beneficial jobs was acting
as Faculty Advisor to the Vista. Here his
writing and editting skills were challenged
and refined.
For Dr. Dennis Clausen, and most
writers, the copy is never finished. It
bounces between writer and editor with
new changes emerging in every rewrite.
This is why Dr. Clausen can often be seen
wandering the halls of USD expression
less. His mind, for the next 3 or 4 years,
will be wandering in the primitive, early
19th century prairies of Minnesota.
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SAA in search of new members
USD—The Student Alumni
Association is looking for students
who are interested in, and excited
about, the bright future USD is
presently facing. SAA is made up of a
group of USD students who work
closely with alumni director Joan
Murry to help foster a closer tie bet
ween USD alumni and the Universi
ty. SAA works on a number of service
activities for the school and the alum
ni. They also sponsor several activites
for the senior class.
USD's Student Alumni Association
was started six years ago with the in
tention of having a small group of
students help out with alumni rela
tions. Since then the group has grown
a great deal. Some of the things that
SAA has been responsible for in the
past include the annual Career Day,
when USD alumni in the business
community come on campus for a day
during the Spring to discuss their
careers with interested students; an
nual Phonathons to help the develop
ment office raise money for the
university and its needs; and the an
nual SENIOR BANQUET which is
held every Spring for the senior class.
The Senior Banquet includes dinner,
dancing, plus a slide show of their
past four years at USD.
Student Alumni Association also
helped spread the Christmas spirit at
USD by placing luminaries up and
down Marion way for the Christmas
and alumni masses. They also

developed the Alumni Reunion dur
ing Homecoming weekend for the
Alumni. This included a barbeque,
plus a formal party, complete with
dinner and dancing. SAA also pro
vided tours of the campus for all the
alumni.
Many more exciting plans have
been scheduled for the upcoming year
and alumni director, Jan Murry has
brought with her many great ideas
and hopes for the group. As a result
of these plans, next year will be a very
exciting one for SAA. Applications
for interested students will be
available Thursday, March 6, in the
Alumni Relations office, located on
the second floor of the east wing in
DeSales room 274. The applications
are due back by Thursday, March 20,
at 4:30 p.m. After the applications are
completed, there will be an informa
tion interview for each applicant with
Joan Murry and present SAA board
members to answer your questions
and discuss ideas you may have for
the organization and your interest in
it.
If you are looking for an organiza
tion that is a bit different from the
other service organizations on cam
pus, one that has a great deal to offer
to USD, and provides the opportuni
ty to meet and work with the Alumni
of USD, then STUDENT ALUMNI
ASSOCIATION is the organization
for you!

NJROTC Field Meet
By Midshipman Second Class Marc Homan
It's 7:30 a.m. on a cold, misty Saturday morning, as over 300 high school and college
students assemble on a wind swept parade ground. Why would someone put themselves
through this you ask? Because this is the Naval Junior officer Training Corps field meet
hosted by the joint USD/SDSU NROTC unit.
The purpose of NJROTC is to foster good community relations between the Navy and
high schools, as well as give high school students a chance to see what the Navy has to
offer. Eleven of these units, from Southern California and Nevada came to compete in a
day of athletic events, academic tests and military competitions. The NROTC co
ordinator, Midn. Mike Fahey said, "I was amazed at the high level of precision, spirit,
and knowledge displayed by these high school students." He would also like to thank
the staff and Midshipmen of the NROTC Battalion for all the help and support they
gave.
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Question of
the week
by Tony Abbatangelo
and Trish Earnshaw

"What would you like to hear coming from
the Immaculata instead of our bells???"

Kel Brady (sophomore), and Chris
Hugh (junior)—"Wish You Were Here"

Photo by Trish Earnshaw

Boys will be boys in dark halls
by J immy Craig
It's Sunday morning. After sleeping in, I
am ready for a great day. As I look out the
window of my room, I can see the
sailboats on Mission Bay's blue water. The
sun is shining; a great day for the beach.
Making my way towards Camino for
breakfast I pass a broken window. I look
down at the second floor balcony which
has garbage strewn all over it. I open the
door to the stairwell and the smell of urine
gushes out. I decide to bypass that and
take the elevator. As I get on I can't read
the. obscenities on the walls because the
light bulbs are gone.
Some of you may wonder, where does
this poor soul live. Others know only too
well. I live in the infamous freshman male
dorm—DeSales.
Every weekend is the same. The actions
of a few residents are destroying the home
of over 200 DeSales residents.
The two biggest problems this semester
are trash and the elevators. Last semester
the biggest problem was probably the fire
alarms.
The elevators seem to be a favorite toy
of the men in DeSales. Three to four times
a week neither of DeSales' two elevators is
running because the freshman residents
stop them. There is always something new
to read on the walls and the light bulbs are
constantly being taken out. Someone is
obviously very sadistic; there is nothing
scarier than riding in a dark elevator with
someone you don't know.
According to Dave Navarro, DeSales
Resident Director, the staff is thinking
about shutting down the elevators because
of the problem. This is really too bad for
the students who need to use the elevator,
such as fifth floor residents.
Navarro is also not replacing the light
bulbs anymore because he has run out.
The amount of litter in DeSales is at its
highest ever. The problem is not so much

just missing the garbage cans but rather
that entire cans are thrown off of
balconies. Navarro said, "It's not every
body in the building, it's just a few, one or
two students."
Last semester's fire alarms totaled fif
teen. Navarro said a faulty box in the
DeSales cafeteria was responsible for three
or four of the false alarms. The Residence
staff has never pulled a fire alarm; they do
not have drills. This means that the rest of
the alarms were pulled by students.
It is very obvious that there is a lot of
animosity toward Navarro's staff during
fire alarms. The Resident Assistants must
get each and every student out of the
building. Granted, this is an inconve
nience at three in the morning, but they
are not the ones pulling the alarms.

Christy

Beltran (freshman)—"You
Can't Always Get What You Want"

Claudia Hornig (freshman)—"The Roof
Is On Fire"

Is this year's class more destructive than
previous classes? According to Navarro,
the worst year was three years ago as far as
damage to the building. This year's fifteen
fire alarms is a sharp contrast to the total
of zero two years ago.
Navarro said that there are students
who know who the vandals are, but the
residence staff has no way of talking to
them unless they come forward. He said
that the problem will continue "unless
students do something about it. It is the
students' responsibility; it is their home."
Navarro said that maybe students are
just reacting to what they think is the
strictness in the building. He said he's
open and willing to listen to the students'
side. "We want to find out why these peo
ple are exhibiting this behavior."
Perhaps the saddest part about the van
dalism is its effects on the campus as a
whole. This campus is one of the most
beautiful in the country, but when tours
of prospective students and their parents
come through DeSales on weekends, it is
not a pretty sight.

Kevin Rapp (sophomore)—"Born to
Run"

Treak Tasker (senior)—A speaker for
my graduation

Lark: Daycare?
Continued from page 3
director 1 have already lost a keg at my
events, because people got out of hand. I'd
like to get it back and we will get it back, if
everyone mellows out and has a good
rime. Even more important than whether
the LARK gets another keg is whether or
not there is a pub in the new Student
Center.
Everyone has heard rumors about a Pub
on campus, but nothing is definite yet. As
a matter :of fact the proposal is being re

viewed now and vital to that decision is
how students handle themselves at the
LARK and at SHOWCASE. Can USD
students handle themselves in a nightclub
type setting? The answer is up to you guys.
I'm graduating, but I sure would have en
joyed a pub on campus. I hope that you
get it. All you need to do is relax and have
fun. Don't lose this chance for USD tc
take another step into the eighties.
Mary Stuyvesani;
Lark Director

Lori Morgan (senior) and Doedee
Rizzo (senior)—"Hells Bells"
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Changing of the guard: new ASB social chairperson
By Mary Lou Ireton
ASB Editor
The need for a special election in the
senate arose after Barry O'Brien stepped
down from the position of ASB social
chairman. Former co-chairman Colleen
Clifford was decidedly the most qualified
to assume the position . . . and what plans
she has!
Before continuing, it should be noted
that the title is now ASB social chairper
son, as she is the first woman in USD

history to hold this position.
A transfer student from Cal Poly San
Luis Obispo last fall, Colleen wandered in
to Barry's office looking for involvement
on the USD campus. She found it.
As a very gregarious individual she is
quite suited for the job. "The job is time
consuming," says Colleen, "but well
worth it." Her goals are to follow through
with the planned social events. However,
with a, new chairperson, a new style is cer
tain to surface. As the social committee is

Associated Student Body

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
GET INVOLVED! GET INVOLVED! GET INVOLVED!
LEADERSHIP! LEADERSHIP! LEADERSHIP! LEADERSHIP!
RESUME! RESUME! RESUME! RESUME! RESUME! RESUME!
CONTACTS! CONTACTS! CONTACTS! CONTACTS!
EXPERIENCE! EXPERIENCE! EXPERIENCE! EXPERIENCE!
The positions listed below form the core of the management team of the
ASB. These various positions combined serve as the focal point of student opi
nion. The responsibilities of such offices include 1) representing student views
to the administration, 2) administering one-half million dollars of student fees,
3) discussing and acting on academic or administrative policies that may affect
students and 4) planning a wide range of activities for students.

Job Descriptions and Qualifications
NIGHTCLUB MANAGER POSITION: This person should possess a
desire to be involved in screening and booking talent to perform on campus.
Job Title: LARK DIRECTOR
INVENTORY MANAGER! responsible for all maintenance of ASB
property.
Job Title: SECRETARY OF STUDENT SERVICES
REPRESENTATIVES: Eight Senators, two elected from each of the four
classes to do the following: 1) responsible for presenting the viewpoint of their
class to the student senate. 2) to coordinate activities to unite their respective
Job Title: SENATOR

PARKING TICKETS? NO PROBLEM! Opening for someone who enjoys
law and judicial decision that affect students at all levels.
Job Title: SECRETARY OF JUSTICE
ADVERTISING MANAGER NEEDED! Need a manager responsible for
the marketing/management side of ASB. Must keep the students informed of
events with a monthly calendar and creative flyers.
Job Title: SECRETARY OF COMMUNICATIONS
HIGH ENERGY JOB! This individual is responsible for planning the tradi
tional events at USD, including the Homecoming Dance, Spring Ball, Casino
Night, novelty dances, Disneyland trip and all other major events.
Job Title: SOCIAL CHAIRMAN
CLUBS, CLUBS, AND MORE CLUBS! This individual will assume
responsibility for the Inter-club Council (ICC-USD's version of the US Con
gress). Over 50 campus organizations submit requests for some $6,000 a
semester to promote student involvement in the clubs on campus.
Job Title: SECRETARY OF STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS

S
howcase...
. . . the entertainment event that
alternates with the LARK on Thurs
day nights, will present its third pro
gram of the semester tonight at 10
p.m.
The show will open with USD stu
dent Johnny Mac and his unique
"Mac" humor. Mac also opened a
Lark event last semester.
Renown east coast mime Jay Miller
will be in tonight's spotlight. His uni
que concert, "Moving Experiences"
integrates numerous styles of mime
with storytelling, poetry, music,
dance, acrobatics and improvisations.
Be there at 10 p.m. for free entertain
ment, refreshments and .50 cent
•pizza.

allotted the largest portion of the ASB
budget, it is evident that much importance
is placed on the university's social at
mosphere. The committee in turn
responds to this by listening to what the
students want, by attempting to serve
everyone from the freshman-dominated
Camino patio dances, to the upper
classmen oriented boat cruises, and by
keeping the costs to the students at a
minimum.
Future events include an encore of the

San Diego Lights Cruise, wich one distinct
difference being a "New Orleans Jazz"
theme, a return of the road rally, Spring
Ball (enter the market NOW for a date)
and a possibility of "Woodstock Revised."
(Be watching for details soon).
ASB is the sole source of on-campus
entertainment and the social committee
takes this job seriously. Colleen Clifford
has expressed satisfaction from helping to
provide positive outlets for students
frustration.

ACADEMIC INTEREST REQUIRES! This individual would be responsi
ble for disbursement of funds for academic research and provide students with
faculty/student issue forums.
FILM BUFFS! This person is responsible for selecting and presenting all the
films that are shown each semester.
Job Title: FILM FORUM DIRECTOR
SERVICE TO OTHERS! This person is responsible for reaching out to the
San Diego community on a service-oriented basis. Some activities include
Senior Citizens Outreach Weekend and various trips to orphanages in
Downtown San Diego and Mexico.
Job Title: COMMUNITY SERVICES DIRECTOR
CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER OPENING! Must be willing to assume
ultimate responsibility for the welfare of a $500,000 association as well as
management of over thirty ASB offices.
Job Title: ASB PRESIDENT
COORDINATING MAiNAGER NEEDED! Seeking a highly motivated
individual whose main responsibility is to coordinate all campus-wide activities
as well as being responsible for the productivity of 12 programmers (i.e. officers
in charge of putting on events).
Job Title: ASB VICE- PRESIDENT
ACCOUNTING SKILLS NECESSARY! Must be prepared to assume
fiscal responsibility for approximately one-half million dollars of student fees.
Job Title: SECRETARY OF FINANCE
CULTURAL INTERESTS? This person is responsible for such cultural ac
tivities as trips to the symphony, Old Globe Theater, and area museums.
Job Title: CULTURAL ARTS DIRECTOR
ENTERTAINMENT MANAGER! This person is responsible for booking
and presenting talented individuals to the USD students.
Job Title: BULLPEN DIRECTOR
THE FIRST TO KNOW. . . This person is responsible for setting up their
own committee and planning, scheduling and running the various student elec
tions held throughout the school year.
Job Title: ELECTION COMMITTEE CHAIRMAN
HIGH ENERGY! This person must be willing to assume fiscal responsibility
for over $50,000 worth of student fees to produce the highest quality memory
books for the students of USD.
Job Title: YEARBOOK EDITOR
CELEBRITY! This person has the opportunity to select the speakers who will
speak on campus.
Job Title: SPEAKER'S BUREAU DIRECTOR
ATHLETES . . . HERE IT IS! This person is responsible for planning
scheduling, and running all the annual Homecoming traditions at USD. Must
schedule rooter buses for students to "roadtrip" to away sporting activities.
Job Title: SECRETARY OF ATHLETICS

Wally George to blast USD Tuesday
By Melissa Mackno
Speakers Bureau
Wally George is the arch conservative
host of the nationally syndicated show
"Hot Seat." He will be appearing on cam
pus on Tuesday, March 11, at 8:00 p.m. in
Camino theatre. Wally George has taken
the talk show circuit by storm, and his
wide-ranging audiences are enjoying every
minute of it. His blistering verbal attacks
on anything "liberal" have earned him
many devoted followers, as well as an in
creasing amount of national press
coverage.
Wally truly believes in the conservative
cause, and he isn't shy about letting
everyone know it. Liberal journalists,
-politicians- and activists auelvas Jane, Fon

da, Jesse Jackson, Ed Asner and Jimmy
Carter are all subjected to his verbal
assaults on their respective causes. Guests
on the show, from gay rights activists to
representatives of the ACLU, to members
of the NOW can expect to hear Wally
belittle their views with the audience
chanting away in the background. Emo
tions run high and tempers may flare, but
it's just those qualities that make the show
so exciting. "Hot Seat" has rapidly gone
from a local California show to one of na
tional TV's hottest syndicated produc
tions.
Wally George is the subject of numerous
profiles and interviews in such national
publications as Time and Peopie, and on
TV - shows such as Entertainment

Tonight, Donahue, PM Magazine and
Thicke of the Night. He not only discusses
the issues, but at times he becomes the
issue. His patriotic convictions, conser
vative views and dynamic personality
make for a unique television program. His
tremendous following, sharp wit and easy
rapport with the audience make for a great
lecture program. Don't miss Wally George
-on- Tuesday night. "Wally. . . Wally,
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Alpha Delta Pi
Parent 3 Weekend Brunch on Saturday
was a time to meet the parents and to
receive individual awards. The recipients
for the various awards were:
Frat Rat: Mary Francis
Biggest Flirt: Marcella Wucher
Most Lovable: Suzanne Leonard
Most Helpful: Maria Pettengill
Most Spirited: Genevieve Knych
Most Pearls: Michelle Ouinn

Zeta
Zeta Tau Alpha, the nation's third
largest sorority, was proud to have spent
last weekend with Mrs. Ruedy, our Pro
vince President. The members of Zeta are
excited about our other 204 chapters
across the United States and we are look
ing forward to ZETA DAY on April 12
which will be spent with the Southern
California Zetas.
Thanks to all for the large turn out at
the Intramural Floor Hockey game last
Thursday. It was very competitive, ending
with a tie score of 1-1. Thank you Fubar's
for a good game. And yes, you girls

Most Dedicated Pledge: Michelle
Chaudet
Most Dedicated Actives: Renda Aladray
Lisa Doughty
Lion Award: Susan Gannon
Diamond Award: Lisa Doughty
Violet Award: Mary Francis
Miss ADPi Woman: Renda Aladray
That evening, our annual Diamond Ball
was held at the Marriott Hotel in La Jolla.

Alpha
Tau
definitely deserve a vacation after all these
fun intramurals, so don't let the stress of
Midterms get you down because ZETA
MED is right around the corner... bar-bques, sun, and yes, even lizard races are
coming soon for all of us in Borrego Spr
ings. Get ready to soak up those rays!!!
Zeta Tau Alpha would like to wish
everyone good luck on midterms. Keep a
smile on your face because Easter Break is
almost here, so don't sweat it. Congra
tulations to Sharon Durkin who is Zeta of
the Week. She was recently elected as
President of our wonderful new pledges.

Gamma Phi Beta

Gamma Phi Beta held its first annual
Awards Ceremony from 11-1 p.m. in
DeSales Cafeteria last Sunday. Awards
presented were:
SCHOLARSHIP:
Highest G.P.A.—Denise Andrews
Highest G.P.A. for Big and Little sister—
Denise Andrews and Janine Mason
Most Improved G.P.A.—
Samantha Simmons
Most Proctor Hours—
Joanie Schmagranoff
Most Spirited—Vickie Minardi
Julie Shafer Leadership Award—
Janine Mason
Cynda Lucas Inspiration Award—
Kathy Brysacz
The Pearl—Vickie Minardi
Our Gamma Phi Big Brothers were also
recognized and given T-shirts. A great
slide show was presented at the end of the
banquet, which showed different events
from the past year.

Another round of congratulations to
our new officers, who were officially
installed last Monday. We're looking for
ward to a terrific year!
We're all really excited for our upcoming
exchange with Phi Kappa Theta on Satur
day. Only forty more days until Derby
Days! Our chicken, Addy, is growing big
ger every day. Get ready, because Gamma
Phi is preparing to win!
Congratulations to our new Big
Brothers: Jason Bates, Peter Andrade,
John Bennett, Brian Berlinski, John
Blacker, John Busch, Reid Butler, Larry
Getz, Griffin Gmelich, Dan Harney,
Kevin Hayes, Greg Krause, James Kyle,
Alex Lombardo, Jeff Mansukani, Bill Parrott, Drew Peloso, Mike Pfeiffer, Matt
Riley, Brian Solomon, Ben Stoebner,
Brian Thornton, Joe Wainrin, Pat
Wakeman, Quint Ward, and Ron Wood.
Thank you to all who submitted applica
tions. Your continued support is
appreciated.

Professional Fraternities

Alpha Kappa Psi
The last two weeks have been busy ones
for the members of Alpha Kappa Psi. First,
on Monday, February 24, there was a
Preferential Dinner for the new Pledges at
the Salmon House in Marina Village. This
semesters' Pledges are fresh and energetic.
Alpha Kappa Psi is very proud of them
and wishes them the best of luck this
semester.
Then, on March 1 and 2, some of our
more athletic members participated in a
Regional Softball Tournament in Orange
County. The small but determined Alpha
Kappa Psi team put up a good battle
against other Alpha Kappa Psi teams from
Southern California.
If you are interested in buying some-

thing new and different for your apart
ment or dorm at discount prices Alpha
Kappa Psi can help you out because this
weekend Brother Wedge and her fundraising committee are having a Giant
Garage Sale. There will be just about
anything you can imagine for sale. This
will take place this Saturday so keep your
eyes open for fliers around USD for the
location and time.
Finally this Sunday, members of Alpha
Kappa Psi will have their annual Big
Brother-Little Brother Day at "The
Ranch". This is one of the highlights of
the Pledge Semester where Big Bros and
Little Bros spend the day together eating,
swimming and getting to know one
another.

During the dance, our annual Diamond
Man was crowned. Diamond Man is
chosen for his enthusiasm and dedication
to the chapter. However, this year we
found that there were two very outstand
ing young men. Because of their contribu
tions to Alpha Delta Pi, Angelo Pera and
Christopher Rossi were chosen to be our
1986 Diamond Men. Thank you for all
that you've done for ADPi!

Sigma Chi
"A new tradition in Sigma Chi was
born in February of 1983 with the first an
nual Fraternity-wide celebration of
'Brother's Day.'
The
third
weekend
every
February—which also includes the na
tional Presidents' Day holiday in the
United States—is the time of its annual
reenactment. The Occasion is designed for
participation by every Sig and every
chapter, active and alumni, and its pur
pose is the renewal and celebration of the
bonds of Sig brotherhood."
The Theta Lambda Chapter had the
privilege of attending the Southern
California Province Brother's Day Leader
ship Workshop through the representa
tion of ten delegates, Kevin Aylward, Paul
Biane, Paul Garson, Eric Hitzelberger,
Tim Hunt, E. Carl Moore, John Noriega,
David Quinn, Mike Rover, and David
Serrano. The delegates were honored in
the morning with a pancake breakfast
served by the Lil' Sigmas and in the even
ing a party hosted by Sigma Chi which all
who attended will never forget. Due to
Matthew Brown's hard work and neverending effort dedicated to the success of
Brother's Day, he was rightfully granted
the Brother of The Week award.
Tim Geddes, Larry Getz, and Frank
Miguel took the Over-the-Line champion
ship during Sigma Chi's tournament on

Sigma Pi
Welcome back to all the members of
Sigma Pi and their Little Sisters who went
on the retreats last weekend.
Sigma Pi was honored last Thursday
with a plaque presented by the Mission
Valley YMCA in appreciation for all of
our service and support over the past year.
Thanks to all the brothers who helped out
and gave their time to the YMCA.
Congratulations are in order for Tim
Baker and Brian Solomon, who were
chosen as co-winners of "Active of the
Week". Tim was recognized for the out
standing job he did during rush, and
Brian for his excellent job in organizing
the Little Sister rush. Great job, guys.
Finally, Halloween V got back on the
winning track in IM Softball. They earned
a 14-2 victory over The Bats are Up. The
Bats are Up features such All-Star per
formers as Active of the Week Tim Baker,
but we were able to win despite his
superior performance. Floor Hockey
didn't fare quite so well, but they'll be
tough in the future. Watch out for all of
the Fightin' Clams!
Sunday and received the "Player of the
Week award" for their outstanding
performance.
On March ninth the Alumni shall chal
lenge the undergraduate members in the
first annual racquetball tournament at the
Atlas Health Club at 9:00 A.M. Also on
that day the Lil' Sigmas are sponsoring a
free car wash from 9:00-4:00 at the Linda
Vista Shell Station.
USD Derby Days, an event started at
U.C. Berkeley in 1930 and allows all
women to participate, shall be here sooner
than you think on April 15; all proceeds
go to Wallace Village for children which is
a nationally recognized treatment center
for emotionally disturbed and behaviorally disordered children. In its present loca
tion near Denver, Colorado, since 1958,
but the spirit of Derby Days remains at the
University of San Diego!!

Phi Kappa Theta
The Bushmen, in front of a sellout
crowd at the Torero Sports Field beat the
Sigma Chi Misfits. Behind the hitting of
Jack Kelly, Eddie Vido, Marty Holbus and
Butch Hobbit as well as the defense of one
retreat fulfilled Jogger, Dougyball worked
like a machine. Four o'clock this week
sportsfans.
Last Saturday we enjoyed a wonderful
day of refreshments and volleyball with

our iittle sisters at Crownpoint.
This Saturday, all of the brothers look
forward to a long holed evening of golf
with Gamma Phi Beta. It will certainly be
an evening of many birdies and eagles.
Our thanks goes out to Brother Doug
Dillings for a fantastic week. Doug, our
Chapter Services Consultant was an in
spiration to us all and we look forward to
seeing him on May 3rd for our 25th
celebration.

Delta Sigma Pi
Delta Sigma Pi is in the process of
becoming one of the strongest organiza
tions on campus. A lot of hard work and
time helped make and will continue to
make Delta Sigma Pi an organization we
all can be proud of. The present members
saw an opportunity to build and create
this fraternity into something special, and
they should be very proud of their efforts.

We also just ended our first very success
ful recruiting process. We were very
pleased with the quality and quantity of
people who were interested in our organi
zation. We decided on 33 highly moti
vated and creative individuals. The Beta
Theta Beta Colony of Delta Sigma Pi is
very proud of these individuals and feels
that they will be a tremendous asset to the
fraternity.
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Marcos "On
The Road
To"
San Diego?
by Michael Hall

R

umors making the rounds: the
latest rumor circulating at USD
concerns the newly created Col
lege Cab Service. As with any new pro
gram of its kind (as in free), some students
think there must be more than meets the
eye. Now a story has reached us that the
service has strings attached which include
direct questioning of the rider and possible
charges to be retroactively applied to the
rider. These claims, though, are unfounded
according to the office of student affairs.
No communication will occur through
their office and the rider. An anonymous
questionaire will be sent for the first few
months to gain data on the program. So
gang, there's no conspiracy going on here,
case closed y . . Also there are reports that
some ASB officers have already handpicked their replacements for next year. It
seems these folks regard ASB elections as a
mere formality. We predict a rude awaken
ing for those who are already counting
their chickens.
LIST OF THE WEEK: this list should
provide recognition for USD faculty
although not for their teaching abilities.
Here are the ten faculty members who
make the most unique fashion statements:
1) Dennis Rohatyn
2) Harriet Baber
3) Sr. Furay
4) Irving Parker
5) John Chambers

Rumours are abounding in San Diego
this week that recently deposed Philippine
president Ferdinand E. Marcos is seeking
refuge in the direct vicinity of USD. The
whereabouts of Marcos have been a
mystery since his hasty exit from his large
island nation last week. Unconfirmed
reports to the Vista, however, relate that
the former political strongman is hiding
out in the community of Linda Vista.
"He's looking foir a place where he can
recover from the horrific trauma of the
ordeal, a place where he is least likely to be
recognized," said one source, a tall, thin,
blonde, white male in his mid-thirties with
a mole on his cheek who works at the
Community Public Relations Office, who
asked to remain anonymous.
"Marcos feels that he can bring
something special to the Linda Vista com
munity, also," stated another source.
"You know, political savvy, a sense of
leadership, 250 elite jungle guards, a whole
sense of community spirit."
Radio station KUKU is said to be inte
rested in hiring Marcos if the reports of a
San Diego residence are true. They have
an opening for an afternoon talk show
host, and with the success of recently
deposed San Diego mayor Roger
Hedgecock on rival station KSDO, they
may hope to capitalize on this new trend.
"Sure, why not?" asked KUKU general
manager Ted Gready. "He has a face
everybody recognizes, a political insight
few possess, and he needs a job. Besides, as
a radio host, he can lay down for the en-

Rumor has it that Ferdinand Marcos will be reprising the Bob Hope
role in a revival of the "On The Road" movies. The first will be called
"On The Road From Manila".
tire show and not have to worry about
aides propping him up."
The possibility exists that the radiowaves will have to wait a while for Marcos'
services. Highly placed Hollywood sources
have leaked that Universal Pictures is at
tempting to sign him to play in the
revival of the Hope/Crosby 'Road' pic
tures, opposite also recently-exiled 'Baby
Doc' Duvalier. The first movie in the
revived series is tentatively entitled "The
Road From Manila."
All reports are unconfirmed at this
point.
In a related story, the north San Diego
County community of San Marcos is con
sidering a change in name to San Aquino.

6) Joseph Colombo

7) Coach John Cunningham
8) Timothy Kelley
9) Larry Williamsom
10) Fr. Ronald Pachence
CHEERS AND JEERS: Cheers this
week go to Peter Uberoth, for his proposal
to the players who testified in last
summer's drug trial. These players receiv
ed immunity from prosecution that won't
be available to local teenagers who were
arrested in high school drug busts last
week.
Jeers go to Keith Hernandez for his
treatened lawsuit over said program.
Come on Keith, you could be in jail right
now, so what's 10 percent of your salary
for one year?
QUOTE OF THE WEEK: "You guys
are a bunch of 'hoseheads'." (Said in
reference to the VISTA by our publisher).
RUNNER-UP QUOTE OF THE
WEEK: "We've been doing so much for
so long with so little that we can now do
anything with nothing at all." VISTA.
SPOTTED (THE REUNION):
Bumper stickers seen lately include: ... 0
to 60 IN 15 MINUTES (Seen on the back
of a 1961 VW Bug) . . . DON'T DRINK
AND DRIVE-YOU MAY SPILL
IT . . . DRACULA SUCKS . . . Keep
those ideas coming.

Editor's Note: The Off-Beat
Section of the Vista is dedicated
to having a good time. The views
expressed herein do not neces
sarily represent those of the
Vista staff, Student Affairs, or
me, your announcer, Don Pardo.
For those of you who read the
page last week you were proba
bly saying, "Hey, this isn't
funny." Well folks, you just can't
be funny all the time. Some
where along the line you have to
take a stand on things, make your
feelings known to the world!
AAAAGGHHHHH. Maybe I'm
completely wrong, though. Who
knows.

ThE Rut Sick GARY
- ^
LARSON
•§< 1986 Universal Press Syndicate

'986 Universal Press Syndicate

The livestock would gather every morning, hoping
for one of Farmer Dan's popular "airplane" rides.

Custer's last view.

"Eddie! I've told you a hundred times
never to run with thot through the house!"
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Ansel Adams'
work on display
by Katie Frankum
I believe in growing things, and in things
which have grown and died magnificently.
1 believe in people, and in the simple aspects
of human life, and in the relation of man to
nature.
I believe man must be free, both in spirit
and society, that he must build strength into
himself, affirming the enormous beauty of the
world, and aquiring the confidence to see and
express his vision.
And I believe in photography as one means
of expressing this affirmation, and of achiev
ing ultimate happiness and faith.
—Ansel Adams,Personal Credo
An exhibit of Ansel Adams' finest works
is now on display at the San Diego
Museum of Art in Balboa Park. His black
and white photography is a pictorial walk
through the most beautiful parts of our
nation. He not only looks at the land
scape, but also at the people who have
become a part of the landscape.
Ansel Adams is considered the founder
in the use of photography to create
classical images of art out of his medium.
His eye for shape, composition and
perspective gives his work an infinite
quality.
Museum hours are 10 a.m. to 4:30 p.m.,
Tuesday through Saturday.

This is one example of Ansel's fabulous work.

DRDF mobilizing forces
to stop draft
by Thomas Eddlebute
The Draft Resistors Defense Fund
(DRDF) is looking for supporters that are
willing to help fund their ongoing projects
because their "finances are low." In their
letter they say "If a monthly pledge is not
possible, please make your single contribu
tion as generous as you can."
Included in their concerns are the
government's activities around the world.
The DRDF seems to believe that the
government is coming dangerously close
to war. However, Midshipman Second
Class Marc Homan, USD NROTC Public
Affairs Officer says that the United States
"Is not spoiling for a fight." Homan ex
plains that the country is prepared to
fight, but is not looking for one.
The DRDF's main argument against the
draft is that the time factor in mobilizing
forces would not be enhanced by the
draft. This counters a claim made that
with the draft, U.S. forces could be
mobilized in six weeks. Homan says that
mobilization has never been a factor in the
draft issue. According to Homan, once a
draft is implemented, the draftee would
first need to receive the proper training, so
they would know what to do in combat.
Between the basic and technical training
the soldier would receive, it would be
months before the soldier would enter
combat. It would be six months before the
average infantryman would be ready for
combat. With current forces of 2.1 million
active duty personnel and one million
reserves, the U.S. could mobilize their
forces in a matter of weeks. These forces
could defend the line for a long period of
time, perhaps as long as a year.
Currently the DRDF is involved in
"counter-militarism work in high
schools," and will soon be working with
the newly formed group, the National
Fund for Educaton and Training (or
FEAT). These programs are used for
outreach into the community to help
educate the public, and provide assistance
to those that ask. They question the

truthfulness of the government on issues
concerning the draft. Organizations like
these support those that choose to resist.
Rick Jahnkow, Organizer for the DRDF,
does point out that these organizations
"do not promote resistance, but support
those that choose to resist."
One way they support draft resistors is
by helping out those that have been
denied financial aid. The law that
prevents federal aid to students is allegedly
being misused by several schools. The
DRDF helps those students to get the
financial aid they deserve. Horfian feels
that those who have not registered should
not get federal finanical aid.
Another service the DRDF offers is legal
counseling for those who feel that they
might be prosecuted in criminal courts for
not registering. It is federal law to register
for the draft. When one doesn't register,
the federal government sends one of four
letters warning of possible prosecution.
According to the DRDF, none of these let
ters present a real threat. It is when the
Justice Department sends you a letter, you
are advised to consult an attorney. At this
point, the National Lawyers Guild Selec
tive Service branch would like to hear
from you. Their number is 233-1701.
There are provisions within the draft
system for concientious objectors. There
are many avenues within the setvice that
can keep one out of combat. Whether it be
moral convictions, or just not wanting to
fight, the military can find a noncombative spot for anyone. However,
Jahnkow is quick to point out there have
been cases where concientious objectors
have been unhappy with their positions,
and found a need to resist.
The military feels that everyone has a
duty to serve their country when in need.
A draft will not go into effect unless the
government feels the military is under
manned. However, if there is some reason
where you feel that you can not comply
with the svstem. vou can contact the
DRDF by calling 753-75.13, or 282-9968.

TRAVEL SEMiNAR
Our 4-hour seminar includes:
• Accommodations
• Health/jet lag
• Budgeting
• Getting along with the
"locals"

• Plane/train/car tips
• Personal security
• Questions &. answers
• Much more

MARCH 11, 6 p.m., 2425 San Diego Ave., Old Town

Students $20 (w/student ID)

Includes 65 pg. Handbook

5440088

Call for reservations & free brochure

N

.d » , .

Not associated with any travel agency

TRIP TIPS

The Colony of Delta Sigma Pi presents a

RAFFLE
WIN;

A r T

r

11

• Trip to Las Vegas
• Two tickets to Disneyland
• 6 month membership to Family Fitness Center
• Lunch for two at Bennigans

Buy your ticket now. Raffle to be held March 12.
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Fun in the sun
by Brenna O'Boyle

Our friendly waiter dressed as a mechanic poses with the girls.
by Brenna O'Boyle
Bobby McGee's restaurant is definitely
one NOT to miss. It's perfect for birthday
parties, reunions, anniversaries, going
away gatherings or just an enjoyable night
out with the gang. The waiters and
waitresses are dressed up in costumes
which help make the atmosphere funfilled. The costumes range from a
mechanic to snow white.
The menu has a wide selection. We
began with a large choice of appetizers:
fried cheese, potato skins, sauteed
mushrooms, shrimp, escargots and deepfried zucchini. We had potato skins and
deep-fried zucchini, which were excellent.
The salad bar came next. It was nothing
Like Camino—everything was fresh.
The main entrees include steak, prime
rib, pasta and a vast selection of fish. The
prices range from nine to 15 dollars.
Our daquiries were served in our choice
of a toilet, sink, bathtub or cowboy boot
decantor, which we were able to take
home with us as souvenirs.
Right after we finished the main course,
one of the waiters stood up on a chair and
got everyone's attention. He wanted to tell
everyone that someone had parked a
brown Pinto in front of the restaurant and
that it was making the establishment look

bad. (He was just kidding).
Then he proceeded to say that it could
be worse—there could have been an
orange Pacer. We all burst into hysterics
because one of our friends (who was sitting
at the table with us) is a proud owner of an
orange Pacer.
Other entertainment during the course
of our dinner was a magician who showed
us a few of his better tricks at our table. He
really knew his cards. If you ever go there,
bring your own deck and he will use your
cards.
For the over 21 crowd, there is bar with
a large dancing area. On the dance floor,
ladies were modeling silk dresses and peo
ple in the audience were bidding on them.
The clothing was almost being given away
at prices as low as $30.
My friends and I had a special occasion
to celebrate that evening. It was a
girlfriend's birthday. Our waiter brought
out a delicious chocolate birthday cake
and three of the cutest waiters sang her
their version of "Happy Birthday."
I highly recommend Bobby McGee's to
anyone looking for a good time and some
delicious food. Be sure to ask for Dr.
Malpractice as your waiter. You will
understand once you get there. Florence, I
hope you had a great 19th.

SDS Editor
The Mission Bay Aquatic Center is the
largest instructional waterfront facility in
the world. In 1971, this facility was built
for the students, staff, faculty,'alumni and
their guests of all San Digo county colleges
and universities. Last year, over 18,000
people participated in instructional and
recreational opportunities in waterskiing,
sailing, surfing, rowing, kayaking, scuba
diving and windsurfing. MBAC's objec
tive is to help members of the college com
munity enjoy alternative types of leisure
education, free from the academic
pressures of the campus. The talented and
highly skilled staff is there to provide a
fun, safe and educational aquatic ex
perience. The courses and equipment are
offered at very reasonable rates.
The Mission Bay Aquatic Center is ex
clusively for students, faculty, alumni and
their guests of all San Diego county col
leges and universities. MBAC is not open
to the public. Current identification of
San Diego area college affiliation must be
shown in order to participate.
The Aquatic Center offers a complete
variety of instruction in kayaking, rowing,
sailing, scuba diving, surfing, waterskiing
and windsurfing.
In order to participate in any MBAC ac
tivity, you must be "water safe." To pass,
you must be capable of calmly handling
yourself in the water. To pass, each must
tread water for five minutes and swim 100
yards, using any stroke.
There are 175 wetsuits available for
students participating in Aquatic Center
programs. Suits are available for students
to rent during their activity for one dollar
per use. The wetsuits are of the highest
quality, flexibility and warmth. They do
not check suits out to students for outside
activities.
Do not let lack of transportation pre
vent you from enjoying the MBAC. Many
students arrange carpools after the first
class session. For further transportation

Sail with us.
assistance, please call 488-1036.
The Aquatic Center is located in Mis
sion Bay Park on the south end of Santa
Clara Point. The half-acre facility is one of
the finest in the nation. Features include:
lounge area with fireplace,
classrooms,
complete shop, locker rooms with
showers, dock, rowing center, patio and
administrative offices. There are beaches
with surrounding grassy areas, picnic
table, fire rings, swimming areas, lighted
tennis and basketball courts, a playing
field, boat launching ramp, and a 4,000acre water recreation area for all types of
aquatic related activities.

Let's do it again
Race for Mayor not yet over
by Michael Hall
San Diegans will have to go to the polls
and vote for a mayor again this coming
June, for only the fifth time in three years.
A run-off election between candidates
Maureen O'Connor and Bill Cleator was
forced last week when neither the
republican nor the democrat picked up
over fifty percent of the non-partisan
special election.
The results of the voting gave O'Con
nor 45 percent, Cleator 30 percent and
Floyd Morrow 19 percent. The remaining
11 candidates received negligible tallies.
The non-partisan nature of the voting was
evident in that O'Conner scored well in
even traditionally republican council
districts.
"People believe that the mayor's office
should be non-partisan in nature," stated
O'Connor. "They are voting the concerns
of their neighborhood."
Both candidates have had wide ex.perienee. dtv.-Sso. .Diegp. .government.

Maureen O'Connor, a liberal to moderate
democrat, was the youngest person to sit
on the city council at the age of 23. .Later,
she became a port commissioner and was
also active in development of the San
Diego Trolley.
Bill Cleator is the conservative in this
race. A well-known civic leader, he has
served many years on the City Council.
Much of his backing comes from San
Diego based businesses.
Both candidates have served as deputy
mayor of San Diego.
The biggest question to be answered in
the 97-day campaign trail to June 3 is who
will get Morrow's votes. Former City
Councilman Floyd Morrow, a liberal, may
provide the votes needed to sway the elec
tion one way or the other. Morrow feels
that his support comes mostly from
democrats, environmentalists and nuclear
freeze advocates. Both candidates are com
mitted to drawing these and the sup
porters of. the other 11 candidates irit'o

Come out to MBAC and join the fun.
their camp. Councilman Cleator hopes
that an increase of republicans entering
the polls in June will also add impetus to
his race. The voting over the U.S. Senate
seat of Alan Cranston, a democrat, is ex
pected to enlarge conservative turnout.
Both candidates are expected to agree
on limiting the substance of their cam
paigns to issues, not personal attacks. The
hottest issue so far deals with expansion of
the City's parks, schools, housing, industry

and business.
A new mayor needs to be chosen as
Roger Hedgecock, the last elected mayor
of San Diego, was convicted at the end of
last year on 11 felony charges stemming
from his own campaign for mayor. He
replaced now-Senator Pete Wilson after a
hotly contested race against O'Conner.
Currently, Councilman Ed Struiksma is
sitting as appointed mayor until the June
election.
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Pretty in Pink is red hot
by Michael Cisneros

When it comes to teenage-oriented
movies, Hollywood does not have a glit
tering track record. The portrayals of
young love are most often silly and unreal
istic, the problems monumental, the
lessons to be learned dealing with universal
truths rather than adolescence. Sex
becomes a quest, and nobody is ever really
hurt too much. The movies seem to have
taken for granted that life is not like that
and have created a genre of mostly poor
teeny-bopper skin flicks.
With Pretty in Pink, director John
Hughes brings adolescence back to reality
"and laughter back to teenage films.
Pretty in Pink stars Molly Ringwald
(Breakfast Club, Sixteen Candles) as Andie,
a lower middle class, slightly shy yet secure
senior at a mid-city high school where the
factions between the wealthy, the
"richies", and the unwealthy are a source
of conflict. Andrew McCarthy (St. Elmo's
Fire, Class) stars as the richie that falls in
love with her. Sounds'familiar, but his is
no Romeo and Juliet or West Side Story.

Molly Ringwald - Andrew McCarthy
pretty • in • pink

It never tries to be. The action centers
around nothing more than the senior
prom, which is probably the single most
important and traumatic event in any
teenager's life. James Spader turns in an
excellent performance as Duckie, Andie's
best friend who, by the way, has a mad

crush on her. The cast is rounded out
perfectly by Annie Potts who plays
Andie's truly spacy boss/friend, Jon Cryer
as McCarthy's stuck up "friend", and
Harry Dean Stanton as Andie's lovesick
and lovable father.
Pretty in Pink is by far Ringwald's and
Hughes' (Breakfast Club, Sixteen Candles)
best professional efforts. The script, writ
ten by Hughes, is funny, fast-paced, never
predictable, and incredibly fresh in dealing
with the subject matter. The extent of the
relationship between the two groups,
Ringwald's and McCarthy's, is at times
too stark, but the characters and the ac
tors make up for it by treating each situa
tion with the proper amount of levity.
The soundtrack to Pretty in Pink is ex
cellent, featuring the Smiths, OMD, Echo
and the Bunnymen, and the Psychedelic
Furs. The music sets as teenage a scene as
the high school setting.
The story is believable till the end,
which some may feel is a little extraor
dinary, but there needs to be a separation
from real life, somewhere. Andie falls in
love with a boy who seems to feel the same
about her, but the pressure from friends
may make her miss the prom. Pretty in
Pink is a story about relationships, friends
and lovers and relatives, and about in
dividuals, in this case, Andie. What she
does to overcome these things and still live
with herself make this a must see movie.

Pomeranz enlivens
USD weekend
by Colette Clark

FINE YOUNG CANNIBALS AT MAGIC MOUNTAIN
—Six Flags Magic Mountain's "Concert Series '86"
opens on Saturday, March 8, with the exuberant music
of Fine Young Cannibals who perform at 5 & 7 p.m. in
the Showcase Theatre. The British grpup is. comprised
pf ex-English Beat members David Steele and Attdy Coix,

and lead singer Roland Gift, who was a vocalist in
Ackrylix, a little-known band that backed the Beat in
1983. The concert is included in the general admission
to Magic Mountain, located just 30 minutes north of
Hollywood at the Magi^ Mountain Parkway exit off In-,
terstate 5 in Valencia. Nb rfes6fye<k&eating available.^ ^

It was Saturday night, March first, the
lights were low, the crowd was small, but
the music... it was fabulous.
To shed a little light on things for those
of you who didn't get the message—and
many didn't because of scheduling prob
lems—Saturday night was the Steve Poltz,
David Pomeranz concert here in USD's
own Camino Theater. The crowd was
small, about fifty people, but a great time
was had by all.
The show began at 7:15 p.m. with USD
graduate Steve Poltz. He is a singer and
guitarist currently playing at the Mission
Beach Club on Friday and Saturday
nights. Poltz entertained the crowd for
about 45 minutes with songs he has writ
ten as well as others he borrowed. His
selection contained a variety of often
humorous tunes including "Fifty Ways to
Leave Your Lover."
At 8 p.m. the show was turned over to
David Pomeranz. Pomeranz hails from
L.A. and has many credits to his name.
He has written songs for well known stars
including Barry Manilow, Bette Midler
and Kenny Rogers. More recently, he has
written songs for a 1987 production on
Charlie Chaplin's life. He has also shared
the stage with Air Supply, Steve Martin
and many more.
Pomeranz entertained the USD crowd
with a variety of guitar and piano songs.
He included the song "Tryin' to get the
feeling again" in the original form that he
wrote for Barry Manilow. When the con
cert ended at 9 p.m., Pomeranz was con
vinced to play an additional half hour due
to an enthusiastic standing ovation. His
last song of the evening, "It's in every one
of us," was dedicated to the Disarmament
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Off the Cuff

Sounds
of
Silence
by John Blair
Entertainment Editor

Let's all jump on the bandwagon—
I'm all for kicking the proverbial dog
when it's down. Not only is the San
Diego Symphony still over five hun
dred thousand dollars in the hole, but
now we find that an $880,000 lien was
filed against it's new home. Sym
phony Hall.
Nielsen Construction Co., the firm
that supervised the almost five-million
dollar renovation of the old Fox
Theatre, filed the lien in case the sym
phony declares Chapter 11 bankrupt
cy. I'm sure the company is only try
ing to protect its own interests, but at
this point in time, that action won't
instil! possible donors with a large
amount of confidence. This is a
crucial, nay, do or die situation for
one of the major cultural arts in
America's Finest City.
.

San Diego
Symphony
holding on for
dear life
If this city doesn't get behind this
fund-raising project within .days, it
will be too late. 'Big deal, so what?'
Come on folks, this is not for the elite
classes. This means jobs for musi
cians, technicians, management per
sonnel, garbage men, janitors, etc.
Basically, it boils down to money and
people. Without the money, the peo
ple won't be able to work here at their
present job.
It is in our own interest, if you want
to get right down to it, to keep a large
scale business around, especially if it is
entertaining. Not that I want to sup
port a white elephant, thank you. If
the symphony is to stay in San Diego,
somebody better find a way to make it
self-supporting. But hey, people gave
millions to Jerry Dominelli— how
about a few bucks for the San Diego
Symphony.

We 'll Pick You Up
and
We Won't Let
You Down

Renowned ballerina Jillana will be guest soloist with the South Coast Ballet
in its Spring Season at the Village Theatre, UC Irvine Campus, Tuesday,
March 18 and Wednesday, March 19. The performances will also feature the
Capistrano Valley Symphony and the Master Chorale of Orange County.
Tickets are available through the box office at (714) 856-6616.

NOW OPEN
At

3166
Midway Dr.

229-0855

OVER 80 LOCATIONS
• LUNCH • DINNER •
• CASUAL CATERING •
• 6 inch SANDWICH
• Bag of Chips or Salad
• 16 oz. PEPSI

$2.75
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Big Audio Dynamite
explodes with new album
by Greg Kraus
Mick Jones, leader of England's in
novative progressive dance (sea) quartet,
Big Audio Dynamite has shown his
musical genius in his latest work "This Is
Big Audio Dynamite".
The innovative nature of Big Audio
Dynamite's music, makes this album a one
of a kind. The talents of his contemporaries
in the band make the music danceable as
well as pleasant to the ear.
As far as the lyrics go, the controversial
nature of the Clash has influenced Big
Audio Dynamite in a shocking way. In
Sudden Impact, the band warns us of the ef
fects that modern suburbia has on certain
members of our society. They scoff at con
temporary ideas of religion and marriage
in almost a tyrannical way.
1 would consider this album in the
"nouvelle" musical movement of tying a

philosophy of thought and music
together. Whether painting, sculpting, or
composing, any form of art must make a
statement. Big Audio Dynamite does this
and does it in a very subtle but effective
way.
The truth of the matter is that my
recommendations for this album only go
as far as those who are extremely ignorant
to musical messages or to those who have
an open mind to liberal criticisms.
If you enjoy the album, or are looking to
see what might be a rousing convert per
formance by a band that is fresh out of the
studio, Big Audio Dynamite will be in
town in the near future. Montezuma Hall
will play host to the group on their first
tour in this country, in conjunction with
91X. They will be appearing March 16th
at 8 p.m. Montezuma Hall is located on
the San Diego State University campus.

Financial Aid Notice: Students who live in a federally declared national
disaster area may be eligible for a Pell Grant IF the parents of a dependent student,
or the independent student and spouse, were unable to earn income in the usual
way during 1985 as a result of the disaster. Financial need for this program is deter
mined by the Federal Government. If this situation applies to you please stop by
the Financial Aid Office for further details. This condition applies to the current
1985-86 academic year only.

Come meet the Modbeats this
WEDNESDAY night in the
LARK. Yes, that's right, the
LARK has moved for one night
only to Wednesday this week.
The Modbeats are a sixties and
seventies copy band. Yes, this is a
nostalgic stroll down memory
lane, but stroll is the wrong
word, because the Modbeats will
have you raging in no time. Some
songs to listen for are; Wooley
Bully, Twist and Shout, Good
Lovin', Johnny B. Goode, 1 Saw
Her Standing There and any
other old favorites you can think
of.
See You at 10 p.m., Wednesday
March 12—remember there is no
cover!

Pomeranz
Continued from Page 14
March from L.A. to Washington D.C.
which began Saturday. The entire au
dience stood up and sang along with him.
Some people had tears in their eyes. USD
student, Aminta Justen, commented later
"I loved the concert. The best part was the
way he made you feel." Pomeranz's com
ment was that he wants to come back.
USD would do well in invite him.
The concert had originally been slated
as a big event (the reason they dared to
have it on a Saturday night). Unfortu
nately the original opening act backed out
and there were problems with the date
and the publicity. So, if you didn't hear
about it, apologies—maybe he'll be back.

Walking distance
from USD
Mens haircut $9.50
Ladies haircut
and blow dry $20.00

Helen Lee
Expert Hair Designer
Formerly of Beverly Hills
5355 Napa St., San Diego, CA 92110
(off Linda Vista Rd.) 298-5640
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Cunningham wins 500th
by Casey Tibbitts
After three consecutive unsuccessful
tries, USD baseball coach J.C. Cunn
ingham notched his 500th career victory
with a 9-5 decision over UC Riverside in
the second game of last Saturday's
doubleheader here. The win, which gave
Cunningham an overall mark of
500-493-11, put the Toreros at 8-4-1.
The first attempt at number 500 came
against San Diego State last Wednesday,
but the Toreros fell way short in a 12-1
loss. The next day found the team in
Riverside for the first of three consecutive
games against the Highlanders. The score
was tied at seven entering the bottom of
the ninth, but a two-run homer with one
out gave UCR a 9-7 victory and pinned
Tom Sizer with his first loss of the season
afterfour victories. The four victories, in
cidentally, ties the Torero individual high
total for each of the past two seasons. Of
fensively, the Toreros were led once again
by Sean Baron, Dave Jacas and Dave
Rolls. Each had two hits while Baron anc
Jacas had three and two RBIs, respective
ly, and Rolls scored twice.
In the doubleheader Saturday, the
Toreros dropped a tough 7-6 decision to
the same UCR Highlanders when their
three-run rally in the bottom of the final
inning was not quite enough. Jacas and
Andy Roberts each scored twice, and
Baron and John Slaught each contributed
two RBIs. Dan Newman took the loss to
even his record at 2-2. In the nightcap, the
Toreros jumped out to a 7-0 lead and
never looked back. Jim Westlund notched
his second victory against no defeats, and
Tony Battilega came in to halt UCR's fiverun seventh and gain his first save. Baron

USD baseball head coach John Cunningham notches his 500th career win as USD
hit his fifth home run of the season in that
contest and raised his RBI total to 22, easi
ly the highest on the club. He is the only
Torero in double figures in RBIs (Andy
Roberts is second with eight) and is only
nine shy of his entire total of last season.
Dave Jacas had a very good series, going
eight for 16 to raise his average to .375.
Andy Roberts continued to hit will and
maintained his average at .356.
The Toreros took on Biola last Tuesday
and San Diego State Wednesday at USD.
The team is on the road at Pepperdine
tomorrow and Saturday for a three game
set with the Waves.

Hummel pummels Whittier
by Bob Ryan
On Saturday March 1, the USD
lacrosse team traveled to play Whitttier
College at Whittier. In spite of a slow start
by the Toreros, they were able to rally
behind scoring machine Andrew Hum
mel, a freshman who ended the day with
seven goals in the 9-4 victory. This brings
Hummel's scoring power combined with

Women 's B-Ball

Sports Editor
It sits out there like a shining, desirable
yet unattainable star: 1,000 points. Yet
this seemingly unreachable goal is within
the reach of Torera basketball player
Debbie Theroux. This Friday USD closes
out WCAC play against the United States
International University at 7:30 p.m. in
the Sports Center. Debbie needs five
points against the Gulls to break the 1,000
mark for her career. Already, she is the alltime leading women's rebounder and
scorer.
These highlights come as a much needed
boost to USD at a crucial part of their
season. The Toreras need every ounce of
inspiration they can get to face US1U and
avenge their earlier season 84-80 loss to
the Gulls. The women in blue have just
returned from a long and arduous road
trip, on which they were unfortunately
able to secure only one win in four games.
In the first game of the road trip, USD
found themselves in Nevada to face
Nevada-Reno. In their previous meeting,

solid defensive play by goalie Eric
Nasland, and defenseman Dixon Rich
proved to be fatal for Whiter. Whittier
seeks revenge in two weeks here at USD.
The next home game is on this Sunday,
March 9, against UCSD on West field at
1:00 p.m. Be prompt so that you don't
miss any of the action of the fastest game
on foot.

STUDENTS AGAINST
MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
AND

Toreras gear
up for Gulls
by Gabe Martinez

improves to a 8-4-1 record.

U
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SIGMA PIFRATERNITY

A JOGATHON
JOG, WALK, RUN OR CRAWL
SATURDAY MARCH 8 at 10am

San Diego had emerged the victor 78-59;
however, Nevada-Reno managed to come
out of this match with the win, 72-61.
Next stop for the Toreras was Anchorage,
Alaska, for the Alaskan Northern Lights
tournament. On Friday, USD opened
tournament play with a heartbreaking
game with Southern Methodist Universi
ty. Despite a valiant team effort and most
impressive game from Toreras Theroux
and Kelli Behrens (30 and 15 points
respectively), USD fell by a score of 74-73.
Against Utah State, the Toreras fared bet
ter, defeating them 60-56 (again led by
Theroux and Behrens, 18 and 12 points).
On Monday, despite a well rounded per
formance (Karen Skemp, 15 points,
Behrens, 14 points, Cathy O-Brien and
Theroux, 13 points), USD came up short,
73-67.
Though they lost three of four on the
trip, the Toreras still have a very respec
table standing in the league, 8-3 and 2nd
place in WCAC action. Everyone is en
couraged to cheer them on at their last
league game on friday. Good luck Toreras!

BAR-B-QUE TO FOLLOW FOR PARTICIPANTS

EVERYONE GETS

A T-SHIRT

AND LOTS OF PRIZES TO WIN
PLEDGE

SHEETS

AVAILABLE

IN ASB OFFICE
OR
AT TABLES IN FRONT OF CAMINO
SIGN-UP TODAY!!!
EVERYBODY IS INVITED TO COME AND
HAVE FUN FOR A GREAT CAUSE

MS NEEDS YOU!!
t
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Toreros lose to Gonzaga, drop to 8*5
by John Schlegel
After losing to Gonzaga 68-61 last
Saturday night in Spokane, Washington,
the USD basketball team's chances of
playing in a postseason tournament
haven't exactly gone from slim to none.
But they have gotten a bit skinnier.
The loss on Saturday broke a four game
winning streak, including Thursday's
61-40 win over Portland, for the Toreros.
More importantly, it dropped their record
to 18-9, still respectable but not as respec
table as the 20 win season they might have
had if they had beaten Gonzaga and St.
Mary's, which they played last night.
After setting foot in San Diego again,
only long enough for one day of school
and one workout on Monday, the Toreros
flew up to Moraga, California on Tuesday
for their season finale against the SMC
Gaels. After ending their regular season so

abruptly, the Toreros will have to wait for
the weekend to find out if Wenesday's
game was their last for the year.
Luckily for them, though, the game
against Gonzaga will not go down as the
swan song for the 1985-86 season. Earlier
in the conference season, the Toreros had
whipped the Bulldogs by a 74-50 margin.
But that was in San Daiego.
This time, the two teams met in
Washington state, far away from the com
fy confines of the USD Sports Center.
Throughout the first half much of the se
cond, the score remained pretty even.
After USD went ahead by fine, 51-46,
with 6:16 left in the game, Gonzaga reeled
off ten straight points to take a 56-51 lead.
The Bulldogs cruised through the rest of
the game to take the win and up their con
ference mark to 7-6 and drop USD's to
8-5.

Gonzaga's Jeff Condill led all scorers
with 20 points. USD had a balanced at
tack with Paul Leonard hitting for 16
points (and grabbing a team high eight re
bounds) and Scott Thompson and Pete
Murphy scoring 14 apiece.
Thursday's game was much more pro
ductive for the Torero hoopsters as they
came into Portland's Chiles Center and
jumped out to a 17-8 lead. Pete Murphy
hit a 20-foot jump shot with five seconds
left in the half to give USD a 32-16 advan
tage at intermission.
Scott Thompson led the charge in the
second half, scoring 15 of his game-high 20
points in the final 20 minutes of play.
Murphy ended up putting in 15 points
against the Pilots.

WCAC Honors
The WCAC handed out its
postseason honors on Monday, a
week before the season actually ends,
and the USD basketball team was
well represented in the coach's poll.
Junior center Scott Thompson and
senior guard Pete Murphy were voted
to the all-WCAC team while head
coach Hank Egan shared Coach of
the Year honors with Pepperdine's
Jim Harrick.
Pepperdine's Dwayne Polee was
named WCAC MVP this year, as he
was last year. Robert Haugen of St.
Mary's, meanwhile, was named
Freshman of the Year. The allWCAC team also consists of Eric
White of Pepperdine, Forrest McKenzie and Keith Smith of Loyola Marymount, Steve Kenilvort of Santa
Clara, Fred Harris of Portland, Jeff
Condill of Ganzaga and Paul Robert
son of St. Mary's.

IM Co-Rec Softball

IM Water Polo sign-ups
Want to take part in a sport which takes
no talent, is the most popular college IM
activity and is tremendously fun to play?
Sign ups are now being accepted for IM in
ner tube water polo. The entries are due
by Wednesday March 19, and the cap
tains' meeting is on the same day by 5:30
p.m. Teams consist of four guys and three

girls with rosters of up to 11 players. If you
enjoy intramurals, then this league is a
must. Everyone will be a rookie this year.
The IM department will teach you the
game. All you need to be able to do is
swim to the side if you get knocked out of
vour tube. Help us make the league a suc
cess. Get your friends together and sign up
a team now.

Seeking a Challenge,

Better Buy the Case
beats squeeze play

Revenge is sweet. Last season Squeeze Play defeated Better Buy the Case
three times, including twice on the last day of the playoffs. That is why Squeeze
Play's team members are wearing those shirts that say intramural champion on
them. On Saturday, these same two teams met again, but this time the outcome
was quite different. Better Buy the Case scored four first inning runs and then
simply held on for the 4-3 victory.
After Jeff Mansukhani and Gina Trapletti reached base to start the game, Mike
Conroy drove a ball into the gap in left centerfield. By the time the ball was
retrieved, the score was 3-0. Squeeze Play fought back with runs in the second
and fourth innings. A homerun leading off the seventh made the score 4-3, but
that was as close as the defending champs got.
Squeeze Play's loss opened up the #1 spot in the rankings, and the veteran Up
Your Asset$ were all too happy to step in. Joe Gallagher, Steve McDowell, Sue
Wills and Tara Hookland led the way in their 8-4 victory over Trivial Pursuit
III. Johnny Nothdurft had a triple and homerun to help keep the game close.
In other action, Squeeze Play rebounded from their opening game loss, and

Continued on page 19

CHARTERS TO EUROPE

INVOLVEMENT?

SAA
Student Alumni Association
MEMBERSHIP Drive is ON!
Watch for more details
SOON!

(Roundtrip)
Los Angeles to London
Los Angeles to Frankfurt
Los Angeles to Rome
Los Angeles to Madrid
Other cities rates on request
Eurail Youth Pass — 1 mos. $290
Under 26 yrs. of age — 2 mos. $370

295-0202

No Service Charge
5103 LINDA VISTA ROAD

next to Presidio Garden Center

$599
$658
$838
$738
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IM Men's Softball

The Year of the Pitcher
Last season was a hitter's delight. Balls
flew out of the Torero Dome (wishful
thinking) at a record pace. However, the
new year seems to have brought a change
for it is now the pitchers that have started
dominating the league. Never was this fact
more evident than in the Excriments
11-0 victory over the Royals. Excriment
pitcher, Don Pannier, struck out seven in
only five innings of play. At one point,
four straight Royal batters went down
without being able to touch Pannier's
moon ball. On the other side of the coin,
Pannier was also unable to make contact
with the ball in three tries at the plate.
Fortunately for the Excriments, Tony
Knight and Mike Rish handle the bat con
siderable better.
Another team with a hot pitcher is
Two Balls and A Bat. Rob Leach added
four strikeouts to his league leading total
in an 8-2 victory over Public Nuisance.
Only a dropped fly ball in the seventh cost
Leach his shut out. Despite the heroics of
Leach and Pannier, the early favorites for
Cy Young honors are still Uncle Wiggley's Mark Marinkovich and Steamed
Broccoli's,
Steve Cascioppo.
Marinkovich threw his second con
secutive strong game in an 8-1 win over
Rastafarians. This one had the look of a
mercy-rule contest on paper, but Mike
Minney's team has clearly improved over
last spring's squad. In fact, going to the
sixth inning this was a close 4-1 game.
However, a base clearing double by Dan
Harney changed that.
Steamed Broccoli defeated Yo Baby
Yo Baby Yo 12-7 and although that
doesn't sound like a good pitching per
formance for Cascioppo, consideration
has to be given to the hitting prowess of
Yo Baby Yo Baby Yo. Johnny Yaldo's
team is probably the #1 lumber crew in
the league. Even so, homeruns by Jim

Oxford
Study Program

Scott and Mike Conroy in addition to a 4
for 4 performance by Mike Anthony was
enough to key the Broccoli victory.
Broccoli takes on Uncle Wiggley's in
this week's featured game at 3:00 p.m. on
Sunday.
In other games, Sigma Chi silenced the
doubters of their #2 ranking with an im
pressive 12-2 demolition of Slide Em In.
Jim McNamee and Marc Carlson pro
vided the offense for the victors. The Phi
Kap Bushmen entered the rankings with
a 7-3 victory over Sigmisfits. In the pro
cess, Bill Mifsud also helped his chances in
the race for the Cy Young award.
NROTC finally put on their hitting shoes
and won their first game since gaining the
#1 ranking at the end of the last regular
season. Brian Clark, Pat McNamara and
Chris Rossi keyed the 12-1 defeat of The
Graduates.
Lenny Savallo had a big three-run
homerun as Taiwan defeated Fiesta
Pack 12-8. Halloween V proved that
they still belong in the rankings with a
14-2 victory. Certainly The Bats Are Up
won't argue the point. Rick Holguin and
Greg Moll each hit drives that were scored
homeruns in this non-contest.
In the B league, Lost in a Fog defeated
The Kids 8-7. Since this was John
Vance's team's first victory in quite some
time, this would seem newsworthy. On
the other hand, you have to consider the
competition. Finally, Louies are setting
all sorts of intramural records. Their 27-5
loss to Deep Drivers means that Shawn
Still's team has now been outscored 51-6
in two games.
1. Uncle Wiggley's
2. Sigma Chi
3. Steamed Broccoli
4. Halloween V
5. Phi Kap Bushmen y.
5. Excriments

The
White House
Fellowships

Mr. Paul Saville

Dean of American Students, St.
Clare's Hall, Oxford, England, will
be on campus to answer questions
about the Liberal Arts Program,
Wed., March 19, through Fri.,
March 21.

Wednesday, March 19

1:30-3:00
Guadalupe Conference Rm., G204

Thursday, March 20

11:15-12:15
1:30-2:30
3:15-4:15
Guadalupe Conference Rm. G204

Friday, March 21
10:30-11:30
Founders 1 5 1

Sportstalk
Sportstalk is a weekly column written by and for the students and fac
ulty of USD. We welcome all editorials on any aspect in the sports field,
whether concerning USD or not.
Deadlines are each Monday at 12 noon for the following Thursday's
issue. Names must accompany each article, which is subject to editing
by the VISTA.

The Earl of Ueberroth speaketh
by John Schlegel
Hear ye, hear ye brethren!
The latest edict from the Earl of
Ueberroth hath been handed down. All
ye must gather at the village square to
witness the punishment of seven sinners
and several others who #aust also be
reprimanded.
Hanging in the square, brethren, are the
seven that go by the names of Joaquin
Andujar, Keith Hernandez, Dave Parker,
Enos Cabell, Jeff Leonard, Lonnie Smith
and Dak- Berra, Their sentence is to hang
as examples of wrongdoing.
: They must give up one of every ten parts
of their yearly income to drug rehabilitation centers, submit to Trial by Urine Test
at the Earl'1- will, and contribute 100. hours
ot" their time on this earth to community
service.
The other convicted members of the
baseball community must also wear the
Scarlet "D" for the rest of their careers.
Take heed, brethren, for these are the examples we have been given. Take heed for
the Earl of Ueberroth does not mess
around.
* * * *
Okay, okay, so Baseball Commissioner
Peter Ueberroth is not exactly heading a
witch hunt. But the methods that he is using in attacking the problem of drugs in
the major leagues borders a bit on the
scapegoating side of enforcement. These
seven major leaguers are assumed to hate
committed crimes, although none of them
have been convicted of doing so.
When they got up on the stand in the
Pittsburgh drug trial last year, these
players received immunity from the courts
in exchange for their testimony. But now
they are still being punished by baseball,
not only within the sport, but in the
public eye as well. Does Ueberroth possess

IM Co-Rec Softball

A unique opportunity
for outstanding Americans
early in their careers to
work for a year at
the highest levels of
the Federal Government
For more information:
The President's Commission on
White House Fellowships
712 Jackson Place. N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20503
(202) 395-4522
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higher authority than the U.S. court
system?
This is not to argue with the severity of
the problem—drug abuse is a serious prohlem in society in general, not just in
baseball. Ueberroth is worthy of praise in
his taking control of the situation in
baseball to set an example for the rest of
society, but he is stepping beyond his
authority and beyond the individual
plavers' rights to privacy: in doing so.
None of the seven exactly have reputatiqns of being upstanding members of
their community, but they still have cona

Sure, owners, and, more importantly,
fans, don't want somebody "on drugs"
(read not able to perform to their poteri
tial) out there as an example to their
children and collecting a huge paycheck
for it. It is the fans and the, owners who
have placed the players at such an exaulted status—if you were a player, I think
you would take the paycheck and the
fame.
What Ueberroth has done cuts off the
seven heads for the good' of "the game" (or
is it society in general?). He is, in essence,
blackmailing the players into abiding his
sentence—either give up 1/10 of your
salary, etc. or get nothing at all for a year,
If the ends weren't so worthwhile, maybe
the means would be more scrutinized,
Being in the public eye and collecting a
huge paycheck does not mean that
baseball players are literally owned by the
owners, the fans or Ueberroth.
Does a baseball player's rights go out the
window when he accepts his outrageous
sum of money and the responsibility that
society puts upon him? Or does the Constitution and the judgement of a United
States court determine how such issues are
handled? Witch do you think is right?
Continued from Page 18

took out their frustrations on an overmatched Cousin Curley's ball club. Gerry
Hummel, Aileen Kelly, Noelle Chartier and Patty Mamer each had two hits in the
10-0 rout. Cousin Curley's did come back an hour later with a win of their own.
However, the AsPsi Pleasure Machine looked much improved in this game
despite ending up on the short end of a 5-4 score. Maybe that managerial change
has finally woke up "The Pleasure Machine."
The Ballbangers Revenge regained their contender status with two convinc
ing victories over the weekend. By popular demand, their first victim will remain
nameless. Nine Ballbanger runs in the second inning also kept them winless. In
the second game Wayne Zimmerman, Marc Thiebach and Cindy Marvin provid
ed all the offense that was necessary to defeat Know Accounts7-0. Finally, In
Memory of Eeedith kept rolling along with a 7-0 win over the Free Agents (a
team still looking for a name). The Free Agents have now yet to score a run in
either the month of February or the month of March. This despite the fact that
Debbie Panattoni, Cathleen Byrnes and Monica Snachez combined for five hits
on Saturday. This ball club is even more desperate for a few good men than the
Zeta Tau Alpha squad. (Weren't they supposed to remain nameless)?
The Top Five:
1. Up Your Asset$
2. Better Buy the Case
4. Squeeze Play
3. Sigma Pi
5. In Memory of Eeedith
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IM
Floor Hockey
Intramurals answer to demolition derby
began last week as floor hockey started
another year of excitement, thrills and
spills. Last year's champions Trorr Lives
are back this year to defend their title.
However, they have changed their name
in hopes of sneaking up on unsuspecting
teams. They figured if no one knew who
they were, teams would not be trying
harder to beat last year's champs. For all
you teams who do not know their new
name, watch out for Positively 4th
Street in the Division #4 league.
Last week's games had three categories
of scores; shut outs, no-defense and no of
fense. Falling into the first category were
eight winning teams. In the women's
league thePuck Ups defeated W.B.G.'s
10-0. Rumor has it Amy Rader wants her
team to challenge Positively 4 Street in
the men's league. Theresa Raymor and
Tracy Danner scored three each for the
Puck Ups. Expensive Habits had the
next best score, 7-0, as they rolled over
Six with Stix. Pulling off the hat trick for
the Habits was Jim Danger. Positively
4th Street had a rough time with
Illegitimate Children. It wasn't until
the third period that 4th Street broke it
open with four unanswered goals. 190
Proof was drained by It Burns When I?
by a score of 5-0. Gary Aimino pulled off
two points for the team with the unprin
table name. A name from the past, Art
Sloan, also came up with a 5-0 score over
Catch a Fire. The Fire could use a little
for next game. Sigma Chi #99 lead by
Bill Jones' two goals sent the Tijuana
Vagrunts back over the border as they
pulled out a 4-0 win. The IM Staff
Slashers geriatric squad somehow manag
ed to slap in three goals to defeat a deter
mined Floor Wacks by a score of 3-0.
The Broadstreet Bullies had just
enough offense to put one goal in to defeat
the Umbilical Chokeholds 1-0. John
Lester scored the only goal for the Bullies
In the no offense league Better Than
the Gods were able to score at least three
goals to defeat Reckless Abandon 3-1.
Four other teams somehow scored just
enough to pull off ties. Flesh and Phi
Kap Bushmen each scored two goals,
and FUBAR and Zeta Tau Alph
(women's league) each scored one goal.
Next week they go for a record seven goals
for five teams.

FOR ALL YOU DO.. THIS
BUD® PAGE IS FOR YOU.

LaCasto returns to the fold
In this week's co-rec soccer action,
Desperately Seeking a Goalie
looked very impressive in downing
TBA by a score of 7-0. Marc
Thiebach, Joe Garshman and Molly
McGinley each scored two goals to
pace their team to a 2-0 record. They
also received a great boost from their
holdout goalkeeper Tony LaCasto,
who returned to the field and notched
his first shutout of the year.
In game two, the Terminators
also increased their record to 2-0 with
a strong showing over Alcoholics in
Action. Susan Thiebach was the
hero of the day as she bravely ran
down a poor pass and skillfully tapped
it home for a 2-0 lead. Brendon
Hogarthy used his quickness to
snatch two goals late in the second
half to put the game beyond reach for
the tired Alcoholics in Action.
This year's surprise team, ap
propriately named Watch Out,
disposed of Brain Damage by a 8-0
score. Using a well balanced offense,

Unknowns
show
true IM spirit
The purpose of intramural is to play.
Anything else, like winning is secondary.
When the Unknowns' opponent for a
4:00 volleyball game did not arrive until
4:45, Don Pannier's team was well within
its rights to take the forfeit. However,
without hesitation they decided to play
even though they knew they were trading
in sure win for an almost certain loss. A
perfect ending to this story would have
been upset victory over Sigma Chi #1.
However, there was no storybook ending
as the #2 ranked team defeated the
Unknowns 15-1, 15-7. Even so, Pannier
and company showed what true in
tramural spirit is all about.
The no defense teams allowed 22 goals
to be scored against them. These five
teams (Pocket Rockets, Sigma Chi
Little Sisters, Death Before Defeat,
Sigma Chi Pledge Class, and Touch
of Grey) were able to score 10 goals
amongst themselves to at least hold up the
chance of not being listed in next week's
bottom of the barrel rankings.

IM midnight bowling
Today is your last chance to sign up a
team for the ever popular intramural mid
night bowling tournament. The event of
the semester takes place tomorrow night
(Friday, March 7) at the Clairemont Bowl
ing Alley and as its name indicates begins
. at the stroke of midnight. Teams consist of

2 guys and 2 girls. The cost is $3.00 per
person. Winning teams receive IM Cham
pion T-shirts, along with individuals who
bowl high series and low games. Don't lose
your chance for a midnight date. Get your
entry forms at the Sports Center and bowl
your balls until dawn.

5x5 Basketball
Preseason ranking

they received goals from five different
players. Ann Caro and Tiffany
Camarillo each scored twice as they
constantly caused problems for the
opposing defense. Also Mo Tassoridji
had a very busy time running past the
Brain Damage defenders, however
he was rewarded for his efforts with
two fine goals.
In final action,, Learned Foot lost
a heartbreaker when they failed to
hold on to a one goal advantage with
only three minutes left. Things looked
especially promising for them when
Chris Wellon banged home a goal
from the penalty spot to give his team
a 1-0 lead. However, with only three
minutes remaining Wally World
screamed back to score two quick
goals, and rob the obviously stunned
Learned Foot of their first victory.
Rumor has it that Mike Howard and
Joe Richards, the goal scorers, were
immediately carried away on their
teammates shoulders and wisked
away to O'Connells Pub, where they
celebrated for two straight days.

A LEAGUE
1. Dream Team
2. Thursday Night at the Spigot
3. High and Mighty
4. Road Warriors *
5. The Kids

B LEAGUE
1. The Righteous Brothers
2. The Death Machine
3. Blood on the Tracks
4. Still Blazing
5. Free and Easy

BUD LIGHT

Highlights

IM SCOREBOARD
February 26-March 2
MENS FLOOR HOCKEY
Better Than The Gods
Fraternal Grip
Staff Slashers
Return of the Pink
Blade Runners
Flesh
Sigma Chi #2
It Burns
Sigma Chi #99
Sigma Chi #1
Broad Street Bullies
Positively 4th Street
Expensive Habits

Reckless Abandon
Sigma Chi Pledge Class
Floor Wacks
Touch of Grey
Catch a Fire
Phi Kap Bushmen
Death Before Defeat
190 Proof
Tijuana Vagrunts
Pocket Rockets
Umbilical Chokeholds
Illegitimate Chijdren
Six With Stix

1
4
0
1
0
2
2
0
0
1
0
0
0

4
1
10

Sigma Chi Little Sisters
FUBAR
W.B.G.'s

2
1
0

4
10
5
7
8
12
7

Squeeze Play
Cousin Curley's
AkPsi Pleasure Machine
Free Agents
Trivial Pursuit
Zeta Tau Alpha
Know Accounts

3
0

2
0

Learned Foot
Alcoholics in Action
TBA
Brain Damage

1
0
0
0

3
5
3
4
5
2
5
5
... 4
4
1
5
7

WOMENS FLOOR HOCKEY
Slap Happy
Zeta Tau Alpha
Puck Ups
CO-REC SOFTBALL
Better Buy the Case
Squeeze Play
Cousin Curley's
In Memory of Eeedith
UpYourAsset$
Bailbangers Revenge
Ballbangers Revenge

4

0
4

CO-REC SOCCER
Wally World
Terminators
Desperately Seeking
Watch Out

2
4
7
8

